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ABSTRACT

Indonesia has vast reserves of natural resources. 
However, until the middle of the fifth Five-Year Plan 
(1986/1987), almost 65 percent of the country's energy for 
domestic consumption came from oil. To economize on domestic 
consumption of oil and to maximize the use of oil as a 
foreign exchange earner, the government has begun a policy of 
diversification. One priority is to develop coal resources. 
After the institution of Presidential Decree No. 49, 1981, 
foreign companies were invited to conduct exploration and 
development of coal resources.

This thesis evaluates the economic feasibility of 
foreign coal contractors developing coal in East and South 
Kalimantan. A surface mining model, which represents the 
mining method suited for Kalimantan area, is evaluated by 
using the discounted cash flow rate of return, and net 
present value based on available estimated coal data. The 
further evaluation is sensitivity analysis to measure the 
impact of uncertain parameters on the project profitability.

The results of the economic feasibility study indicate 
that based on the minimum rate of return of 20 percent, 
surface coal mining in East and South Kalimantan will be a 
profitable investment. Sensitivity analysis indicates that 
the decline of the coal selling price by 20 percent would
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decrease project profitability to a rate of return of 15 
percent, 5 percent less than the minimum rate of return of 
20 percent, while the increase of the coal selling price and 
variations in operating costs and production levels have no 
important effect on project profitability. The worst-case 
scenario using a combination of the three parameters would 
decrease project profitability to a rate of return of 9.43 
percent, while the best-case scenario would increase project 
profitability to a rate of return of 38.21 percent.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is the world's largest archipelago : 13,677 
islands extending 3,200 miles east to west along the equator 
and 1,100 miles north to south. It lies between two 
continents, Asia and Australia, and between two oceans, the 
Indian and the Pacific. The land area covers 782,665 square
miles, and the sea area, 1,222,446 square miles.

The main islands are Sumatra, Java, the southern part of 
Kalimantan (Borneo), Sulawesi, and Irian Jaya (the western 
part of New Guinea). Indonesia shares land borders with 
Malaysia and Papua New Guinea and sea borders with 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines,
Papua New Guinea, and Australia (Figure 1.1).

Indonesia is the world's fifth most populous country 
with more than 175 million people, and an annual population
growth rate of 2.1 percent. Religions are Islam,
Christianity, Hinduism, and Buddhism. Bahasa Indonesia is 
the national language. The government requires its citizens 
to complete six years of formal education.

Indonesia, under the name Netherlands Indies, was ruled 
by the Dutch from 1602 to 1942 and then occupied by the 
Japanese during World War II from 1942 to 1945. It proclaimed 
its independence on August 17, 1945, as a unitary republic
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Figure 1.1. Map of Indonesia

Source : U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1977, Mineral Perspectives. 
MP-1, Far East and South Asiar Washington, D.C.: GPO.
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with sovereignty vested in the people.
Indonesia has abundant natural resources, including oil 

natural gas, coal, hydropower, and geothermal energy. 
Nevertheless, until the middle of the fifth Five-Year Plan 
(1986/1987 ), energy supplies for domestic consumption 
depended on fuel oil. Almost 65 percent of total consumption 
comes from oil, 4.20 percent from coal, 8.61 percent from 
hydropower, 0.19 percent from geothermal energy, and 22.23 
percent from natural gas (Bakoren 1988).

Because fuel oil is the country's prime foreign exchang 
earner and because of the risks inherent in depending on a 
single energy resource, the government is beginning a policy 
of diversification. The aim is to economize on the domestic 
consumption of oil and to maximize the use of oil as a 
foreign exchange earner (BPPT 1982). One of the government's 
first priorities is to diversify by developing coal 
resources.

Coal resource development is undertaken in two ways 
(Prijono 1988): (1) developing the existing state-owned 
mines, such as Bukit Asam and Ombilin, and (2) inviting 
private enterprises, particularly foreign coal companies, 
to develop other deposits.

Total coal resources in Indonesia are estimated at as 
much as 25.2 billion metric tons. Eighty percent are 
located in Sumatra, 18 percent in Kalimantan, and the
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remainder are in Java, Sulawesi, and Irian Jaya (Perum 
Tambang Batubara 1988). Coal production reached 2 million 
metric tons per year in 1941. It then declined as cheap oil 
became available. In 1973, higher oil prices pushed the coal 
industry, and coal production again started to rise, reaching 
approximately 350,000 metric tons in 1981.

Since 1978 several foreign companies have signed 
cooperation contracts with Perum Tambang Batubara, a state- 
owned corporation of the Republic of Indonesia, for surveys, 
exploration, and exploitation of potential coal resources in 
East and South Kalimantan and other prospective areas.

1 • 1 Purpose aa,dL&c.op@.
This study will evaluate the economic feasibility of 

foreign coal contractors developing coal mines in Indonesia, 
particularly in East and South Kalimantan where some of the 
potential coal resources exist.

Under the Foreign Capital Investment Law No. 1 of 1967, 
foreign companies may obtain exclusive rights to conduct 
exploration and^ development on the basis of a contract of 
work agreement with the government or in the case of coal, 
foreign participation must be based on cooperation with the 
state-owned corporation Perum Tambang Batubara (Indonesian 
Mining Association 1988). This study will be based on the 
cooperation contract for coal mining, and will concentrate
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on shallow depth coal seams representing the majority of 
coal resources in Kalimantan.

1.2 Previous Work and Data Sources
Several publications on coal resources in Kalimantan 

provided information for this study.
Ir. Achmad Prijono, in his capacity as the president 

director of Perum Tambang Batubara, has published numerous 
works on coal development in Indonesia, particularly in the 
framework of coal development with coal contractors. 
Information from this source and from the Department of Mines 
and Energy is used extensively here.

Ir. R. Sufsidi (1982), a professional consultant for 
P.T. Fadjar Bumi Sakti, has studied the feasibility of a coal 
mining venture in Tenggarong, Samarinda, Province of East 
Kalimantan.

BPPT (Badan Pengkajian dan Penerapan Teknblogi or Agency 
for the Assessment and Application of Technology), in 
association with the Bechtel Group Inc. (1982), has studied 
the development and transportation of energy in Indonesia, 
including the evaluation of coal resources in Kalimantan.

Ir. Sahruddin Sahminan, et al. (1988), has studied the 
distribution pattern of East and South Kalimantan coal.

In 1982, the government initiated annual conferences 
with foreign firms holding contracts to mine coal in
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Indonesia to discuss mutual interests. The mining model to be 
used in this study is based on information from the annual 
reports of the coal contractors in their conferences.

Development of potential coal resources requires 
capital, experience, and technological knowhow. Aware of the 
limited amount of funds and the lack of up-to-date expertise, 
the government of the Republic of Indonesia invited foreign 
coal contractors to develop coal mines in Indonesia.

Chapter 2 describes the coal resources in Indonesia, 
how foreign coal contractors can profit by developing coal 
resources in East and South Kalimantan under conditions that 
will also benefit the government.

Chapter 3 reviews the coal mining project used as a 
model in the economic profitability analysis. The model was 
chosen because it represents the mining method suited for the 
Kalimantan area.

Chapter 4 covers the methodology used in the evaluation 
of the coal mining model, a cash flow analysis of the model 
based on available estimated coal data, and sensitivity 
analysis based on the changes of coal selling price, 
operating cost, and coal production level and combination of 
three parameters in best-case and worst-case scenarios. Cash 
flow analysis will use rate of return on investment and net
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present value as decision criteria. The changes of coal 
selling price, operating cost, and coal production level were 
chosen as principal factors in sensitivity analysis because 
coal selling price and coal operating cost will influence 
whether contractors invest in coal development, and the coal 
production level will influence the lifetime of the project.
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Chapter 2 
COAL MINING INDUSTRY IN INDONESIA

2.1 Coal Resources
Although coal deposits are found throughout Indonesia, 

the most significant deposits are located on the islands of 
Sumatra and Kalimantan. Table 2.1 identifies the country's 
coal resources by rank. Of the total of 25,235 million metric 
tons, 67 percent is lignite and brown coal, and about 33 
percent is subbituminous and bituminous. In addition, a small 
amount is anthracite, 14 million metric tons in Sumatra, 10 
million metric tons in South Sumatra, and 4 million metric 
tons in West Sumatra. The coal deposits location is shown in 
Figure 2.1. The term coal resources refers in this study to 
deposits of coal whose location, quality, and quantity have 
been mapped. The term coal reserves refers to that portion of 
coal resources that can be mined under current engineering 
and economic conditions.

In Kalimantan, coal occurs in the western and eastern 
parts of the island. The eastern coal is much richer, 
especially that found in the coastal zone between Pulau Laut 
in the south and Pulau Sebatik at the frontier of Sabah.

Coal reserves from the Pasir Basin and Senakin 
Peninsula, east of the Barito River and south of Teluk Adang, 
and the reserves on Pulau Laut and Pulau Sebuku in southeast
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Table 2.1. Summary of Coal Resource Information 
by Coal Rank

Coal Resources (in millions of metric tons )
Anthra
cite

Bitu
minous

Subbitu
minous Lignite Total

Sumatra
N . Sumatra
Riau
Jambi
W . Sumatra 
Bengkulu 
S. Sumatra 

Subtotal

4
10
14

1,700

159
1

1,860

304
200

1,221
1,725

16.925
16.925

1,700
304
200163

1
18,156
20,524

Java
W . Java - 15 - 8 23
Central Java - - - 3 3
Yogyakarta - - - 1 1

Subtotal — 15 — 12 27

Kalimantan
Northeast - - 291 - 291
East - 490 1,616 - 2,106
South - 799 1,047 - 1,846
West - 103 - - 103
Central - 240 - 3 243

Subtotal — 1,632 2,954 3 4,589

South Sulawesi - - 90 - 90

Irian Jaya - - - 4 5

Total 14 3,508 4,769 16,944 25,235

Perum Tambang Batubara, Jakarta, Indonesia, 1988.
Note : Quantities have been rounded to the nearest million 
metric tons.
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Kalimantan amount to over one billion metric tons. The coal 
seams from the Senakin area vary from 13 to 30 feet, and the 
dip varies from 8 to 18 degrees. The average thickness of 
Pasir coal seams is 18 feet. Dips range from 10 to 25 
degrees. The rank of coal reserves in this area varies from 
subbituminous to bituminous, containing high heating value 
and low sulphur.

Coal deposits in the Mahakam area are found in Loa Kulu, 
Loa Haur, Prangat Selatan, Bukit Merah, Pelarang, Badak 
Tengah, Samboja, and Saka Kanan. Around the northern part of 
the Mahakam River, coal occurs in Santan and Safari. The 
thickness of the seams ranges from 10 to 13 feet. Dip is less 
than 15 degrees (Sahminan et al. 1988). The subbituminous 
coal of the Mahakam area is of good, quick-burning, steam 
quality. The in-place coal quantity is estimated to be 244 
million metric tons.

The coal of the Sangatta area, north of the Mahakam 
area, is at Lembak Field and Pinang Barat. Both deposits are 
near the coast and contain about 10 seams varying in 
thickness from 16 to 26 feet. The dip is 10 to 25 degrees, 
the majority at about 15 degrees. The available coal reserves 
in this area amount to more than 291 million metric tons.

In northeast Kalimantan an estimated 190 million metric 
tons of bituminous coal can be found in the Tanjung Redeb 
area. The seams vary from 0.65 to 16 feet and are steeply
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dipping.
The BPPT and Bechtel study estimated that most of the 

reserves in Kalimantan can be accessed by surface mining 
methods, and most of coal resources are suitable for power 
operation and industrial use (BPPT 1982).

2.2  Qo.aL...ilaaslament

The first coal mining operation in Indonesia was begun 
by the government in Pengaron, South Kalimantan, in 1849. The 
oldest private coal mine opened in 1854 at Kalangan, 9 miles 
south of Martapura (Van Bemmelen 1949).

Coal seams in West Sumatra were discovered in 1868. In 
1892 the Ombilin coal mines were opened up. Exploration from 
1915 to 1918 discovered large quantities of anthracitic coal 
in the Bukit Asam area. Mining operations in this area 
started in 1919. From 1931 to 1940, Ombilin and Bukit Asam 
coal mines contributed 64 percent of the coal produced in 
Indonesia. Production peaked in 1941, 2,008,974 metric tons 
(Perum Tambang Batubara 1988). During the Japanese 
occupation, production decreased sharply.

Since independence in 1945, Indonesian coal mining has 
been controlled by the government. It was alternated by the 
Dutch started from the Second Dutch Military Action in 1948 
until the formation of the Indonesian Federal Republic in 
1950.
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From 1950 to 1984 several changes were made in coal 
management. In the period of 1950 to 1958, the coal mines 
were supervised by the Directorate of Mines, and then during 
the 1958 to 1961 by the General Bureau of State Mining, later 
replaced by the Management Board of State Coal Mines in the 
period of 1961 to 1968. During this later period, the status 
of each of the three coal mines, Ombilin, Bukit Asam, and 
Mahakam was transformed into a State Coal Enterprise or 
Perusahaan Negara. In 1968 the coal mines were incorporated 
and reorganized into one State Mining Corporation with three 
production units, the Ombilin Production Unit in Sawahlunto, 
West Sumatra, the Bukit Asam Production Unit in Tanjung Enim, 
South Sumatra, and the Mahakam Production Unit in Samarinda, 
East Kalimantan. The Mahakam Production Unit was liquidated 
and closed down in 1970, the rest were maintained and kept 
in operation with a minimum number of personnel. Coal mining 
activities were resumed only after the world was hit by the 
first oil crisis in 1974. In 1974 the South Sumatra Coal 
Exploration Contract was signed between P.M. Tambang Batubara 
and Shell Mijnbow B.V. Although Shell Mijnbow B.V. ultimately 
decided to withdraw from the project, the joint exploration 
program had developed into the integrated Bukit Asam Project 
to supply the required fuel to the Suralaya power plant. The 
latest reorganization was in early 1981, when the Bukit Asam
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Production Unit based on Government Regulation No. 42/1980 
was given status of a limited company and named P.T. Tambang 
Batubara Bukit Asam, with the specific task to develop the 
Bukit Asam coal mining project. The original mother company, 
P.N. Tambang Batubara, based on Government Regulation 
No. 28/1984 was converted to a state-owned corporation and 
named Perum Tambang Batubara with the wider task, such as 
managing other state coal mines and, together with foreign or 
national contractors, formulating the development of 
potential coal resources based on the cooperation contracts 
for coal mining. The basis for the cooperation agreement in 
coal mining between Perum Tambang Batubara with foreign or 
national private companies is the Presidential Decree No. 49 
of 1981 (Perum Tambang Batubara 1988).

In general, five stages of work are stipulated in the 
contract with private companies : (1) general survey, up to 
twelve months; (2) exploration, up to thirty-six months ; (3) 
evaluation, up to twelve months ; (4) construction, up to 
thirty-six months ; and (5) operation, up to thirty years. 
Under certain conditions the Minister of Mines and Energy may 
extend the general survey period for up to twelve months and 
the exploration period for up to twenty-four months. A trial 
operation period of a maximum of six months may precede the 
actual operation (Indonesian Mining Association 1988).

Cooperation with private enterprises was undertaken
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because state-owned companies faced many constraints in 
expanding production capacity to meet demand. It was expected 
that the foreign investors would provide the necessary 
financing, the required organizational skills, and the 
expertise to explore and develop coal resources.

Since 1978, Perum Tambang Batubara has issued a limited 
number of international tenders for the exploration and 
development of eight blocks of potential coal reserves in 
East and South Kalimantan. In the Coal Cooperation 
contracts, Perum Tambang Batubara, as the holder of the 
Mining Authorization, acts on behalf of the government as 
principal or owner, and the private company as contractor. 
Some of the important terms and conditions of the Coal 
Cooperation contracts are described in Appendix A.

Ten coal cooperation contractors have entered into 
agreements with Perum Tambang Batubara (Table 2.2). The 
locations are shown in Figure 2.2. P.T. Allied Indo Coal is 
not included in the map because its location is in West 
Sumatra. Some of the contractors have reached or are nearing 
the trial production stage.

Some advantages for the contractors include the 
following (Business International Corporation 1968):
1. The government of Indonesia guarantees not to nationalize 

any foreign enterprise, nor to revoke ownership rights or 
reduce rights to control management unless required by the
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Table 2.2. Coal Cooperation Contractors

Contract
Signed Contractor/Operator

Original 
Area (ha) Location

11/2/81 P.T. Arutmin Indonesia 1,260,000 South
Utah Exploration Inc. USA Kalimantan

11/2/81 P.T. Utah Indonesia 797,200 East
Utah Exploration Inc. USA Kalimantan

4/18/82 P.T. Kaltim Prima Coal 790,000 East
Concinz Rio Tinto, Australia 
British Petroleum, UK

Kalimantan

9/14/82 P.T. Kideco Java Afiund 254,804 East
A group of South Korea Co. Kalimantan

11/16/82 P.T. Adaro Indonesia 148,148 South
Enadimsa, S.A., Spain Kalimantan

4/26/83 P.T. Berau Coal 487,217 East
Nissho Iwai Corp., Japan 
Mobil Oil Corp., USA

Kalimantan

8/21/85 P.T. Allied Indo Coal 844 Parambahan
Allied Indonesia Coalfields W . Sumatra

Pty. Ltd., Australia 
P.T. Mitra Abadi Sakti, 

Indonesia
11/15/85 P.T. Chung Hua Overseas

Mining..Development
Emro and Tai Power, Taiwan

150,300 South
Kalimantan

12/31/86 P.T. Multi Haraoan Utama 189,953 East
New Hope Indonesia Pty. Ltd Kalimantan
P.T. Asminco Bara Utama, 

Indonesia
1/30/87 B_*l.__T.anito Harum 123,850 East

An Indonesian private company Kalimantan

Source : Perum Tambang Batubara, Jakarta, Indonesia, 1988.
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Figure 2.2. Coal Contract Areas in East and South Kalimantan
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public interest as determined by a specific act of 
parliament. If nationalization should occur, the 
Indonesian government recognizes its obligation to 
provide compensation in conformity with the principles of 
international law. If no agreement can be reached between 
the two parties regarding the amount, type, and procedure 
of payment of compensation, arbitration will take place 
which will be binding on both parties. Indonesia became a 
party to the Convention on the Settlement of Investment 
Disputes in February 1968.

2. The government guarantees foreign investors the right to 
transfer, in the currency of the original investment and 
at prevailing exchange rate, all current after-tax 
profits, certain costs, depreciation of capital assets, 
and compensation in case of nationalization.

3. Exemption from import duties are granted to foreign 
contractors for the import of machinery and parts, working 
tools, and instruments needed to prospect, explore, and 
exploit coal deposits, and possibly construction 
materials.

From the government of Indonesia's point of view, the 
presence of foreign coal contractors will be helpful in 
overcoming the lack of capital, experience and technological 
knowhow, and at the same time provide opportunities for 
regional development and employment.
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The contractors will provide all necessary funds and 
will have sole responsibility for financing the operations. 
They also will provide infrastructure needed for the 
operations, such as mine facilities, port facilities, 
accommodation facilities, and access roads. From Indonesia's 
perspective, the development of coal deposits in some 
regions is more than a mining challenge succesfully met. 
Development allows dependence upon a single energy resource 
to be reduced. Tax revenues from the projects will enhance 
the government's income, and its balance of payments will 
also be favorably affected. A new economy will exist in the 
coal project area which before the project usually is 
undeveloped. This means not only employment at the project 
itself and in service industries, but a stimulus to the 
possible development of other industrial and agricultural 
ventures in the area. Hundreds of Indonesians are learning 
new skills, as administrators, craftsmen, equipment 
operators, engineers. Future economic development will need 
and benefit from such skills.
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Chapter 3 
DESCRIPTION OF COAL MINING PROJECT

3.1 Property Description
The general characteristics of coal deposits in East and 

South Kalimantan are (1) multiseam structures distributed 
over a stratigraphie interval of more than 328 feet ; (2) 
average thicknesses from 7 to 82 feet; (3) generally poorly 
consolidated and soft strata, with coal representing the 
hardest rock; (4) almost all characterized by the presence of 
disturbed structures ; (5) mostly suitable for open pit mining 
to a certain depths and strip ratio ; and (6 ) located 6 to 31 
miles from the coast.

The coal mining project used in this study is located in 
East Kalimantan. This site was selected because the deposits 
contain most of the general characteristic of coal deposits 
cited above and the geology and reserves could be reasonably 
ascertained for simulation purpose. Some of the deposits are 
unfavorable with high strip ratios and the kind of overburden 
that requires blasting. Because the site was selected for 
idealized modeling only, the specific place name will not be 
given.

The coal deposits comprise four major coal seams and 
numerous minor seams within a 1,310-foot thick sequence of 
interburden. The major seams vary from 8 to 26 feet in
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thickness, and the seam outcrops are surrounded by relatively 
flat terrain, with slopes ranging from 4:1 to 10:1.
Overburden and interburden is composed of mudstone, 
siltstone, and sandstone, ranging in thickness from 33 to 263 
feet. Between adjacent coal seams, interburden thickness 
remains relatively constant. Coal seams dip at angle of 5 to 
16 degrees. Some faulting occurs, mainly at the southern 
boundary of the deposits. Topsoil varies from zero to six 
feet.

Coal reserves suitable for export and for surface mining 
have been defined. The potential mine reserves of export 
quality coal are estimated to be about 104 million metric 
tons at a strip ratio (cubic meter/metric ton) of 6.4:1 
(Perum Tambang Batubara 1986). Seam outcrops are located 
about 12 miles northwest of the nearest coast.

The in situ coal quantity is estimated to be 244 million 
metric tons of coal deposits bounded by two rivers and under 
the cover of a rain forest. Elevations range from 328 to over 
984 feet above sea level, falling away toward the flood 
plains of those rivers and the coast. Rain forest conditions 
are poor following logging operations over several years and 
forest fires in 1982 and 1983.

The highly volatile bituminous coal has a very low ash 
content, low sulphur content, and high calorific value.
Table 3.1 sets out an indicative coal quality specification
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Table 3.1. Indicative In Situ Coal Specification

Typical 
Expected Range Value

Total moisture % 7 11 10
Moisture holding capacity % 5 8.5 7
Proximate analysis 

(Air dried basis)
Moisture % 4 7 6
Ash % 1 6 2
Volatile matter % 37 42 40
Fixed carbon % 47 54 52

Total sulphur
(Air dried basis) % 0 ., 1 1.0 0

Energy content
(Gross, air dried 

Calorific value
basis) 
(kcal/kg) 6800 - 7650 7300

Specific energy (Mj/kg) 28. 5 32.0 30
Ash fusion temperature °C 

(Reducing atmosphere)
Deformation 1000 - 1370 1100
Spherical 1070 - 1600+ 1200
Hemisphere 1120 - 1600+ 1300
F low 1210 - 1600+ 1350

(Oxidizing atmosphere) 
Deformation 1150 1500 1240
Spherical 1210 - 1600+ 1390
Hemisphere 1220 - 1600+ 1420
Flow 1310 - 1600+ 1450

Ash analysis 
SiOo

%
22 65 46

AI2O3 12 - 34 25
Feo03 3 - 38 17
CaO 0.3 - 4.5 1
MgO 0.6 - 6.5 1
TiOo 0.5 - 1.5 1
N aoO 0.3 - 4.0 1
KgO 0.5 - 3.0 1
Mn304 0.01 - 0.15 0
Is,5

0.01 - 2.0 0
0.01 - 5.0 0

Hardgrove Grindability 
Index 40 55 50

Crucible Swell Number 0 - 4 -

(continued on next page)
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Table 3.1. (continued)

Expected Range
Typical
Value

Chlorine % 0.001 0.02 0.01
Phosphorus 
Ultimate analysis 

(% DAF basis)
C (organic)

%

77.2 81.0

0.005

79.5
H 5.4 - 6.0 5.7
N 1.3 - 1.9 1.6
S 0.2 - 1.8 0.5
0 + errors 10.8 - 14.6 12.6

o o CO 0.03 — 0.55 0.1

Source : Department of Mines and Energy, Indonesia, 1936.
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for the first 20 million metric tons to be mined. The figure 
are on an in situ basis except for total moisture values 
which correspond to a product coal.

The coal drilling and outcrop sampling results indicate 
that a product of consistently high quality can be produced 
without washing. For normal coal product applications the 
only preparation required will be sizing to market 
specifications. Rinsing of part of the coal to remove clay 
contamination may be required.

Land area of 66,690 acres has been reserved for mining 
development and at first step 10,868 acres will be available 
The climatic conditions of this area are typical of the 
tropic zone, a wet season from November through April and a 
dry season from May through October. The average temperature 
is approximately 26 degrees Celcius (78 degrees Fahrenheit) 
and the average annual rainfall is approximately 116 inches.

3.2 Data and Operating Assumptions
The important factors which influence coal mine process 

and cost are topography, seam thickness, strip ratio, and 
type of cover (NUS Corporation 1977).

Draglines are not appropriate for this project because 
of topography, seam dips, and spoil material instability. 
Bucket-wheel excavators cannot be used because of hard 
sandstone. Nor can continous materials handling systems, sue
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as conveyors, be used. The most suitable mining method for 
this project is multipit mining using a combination of 
shovels and trucks, and loaders and trucks.

The mining project will operate two pits, one at the 
west side and the other at east side of the mining area, each 
equipped with the same general type and size stripping and 
mining units. The operations, designed to depths of 328 feet, 
will remove an average of 292 feet of overburden and 
interburden and will uncover 36-foot-thick seams of coal.

The mines will operate 300 days a year, but because of 
rainfall, actual equipment driving hours will be only 252 
days per year, an average of 21 days per month. It is assumed 
that the production and development crews and maintenance 
personnel will work three shifts a day. Administrative, 
technical, and supervisory personnel will work one shift a 
day.

Coal resources at the project total about 104 million 
metric tons at a strip ratio of 6.4:1 (cubic meter/metric 
ton). The annual production requirement is 6 million metric 
tons, or 500,000 metric tons per month over the project's 15- 
year life (Perum Tambang Batubara 1986). Land area 
requirements for mine life are almost 1,670 acres. Volume of 
overburden removed per month will be around 3.3 million cubic 
meters, or 4.2 million cubic yards. Topsoil average thickness 
is four feet. Total volume of topsoil to be removed is 57,319
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cubic yards.
Production unit operations for this mining method 

consist of clearing, topsoil removal, overburden preparation, 
overburden removal, coal preparation, coal loading, coal 
hauling, spoil regrading, and reclamation.

The clearing operation will mostly involve removing 
stumps. Two bulldozers each with a 23-cubie-yard blade 
capacity will push the debris downslope, piling in heaps at 
some peripheral point from the proposed mine. The dozers will 
work one shift a day.

Four self-loading scrapers with 40-cubic-yard capacities 
will remove topsoil and transport it from the first cut to 
outside the pit limit. Successive cuts will be made into 
hillsides, and the scrapers will transport the material 
around the pit where it will be spread on top of the rough- 
graded rock spoil behind the spoil bank. It is assumed that 
the average haul distance will be 4,000 feet. The scrapers 
can travel 10 mph when loaded and 15 mph when empty. The 
scrapers will be used during one shift a day.

Overburden preparation is accomplished in two ways, 
drilling and blasting, and ripping. Whenever possible, the 
two bulldozers used for clearing will also be used for 
ripping to avoid drilling and blasting costs. Four crawler- 
mounted drills will prepare the 9-inch wide holes for
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blasting. ANFO (ammonium nitrate fuel oil) will be the 
primary blasting component. The vertical drills will work on 
top of the consolidated overburden. Preparation of overburden 
is based on working one shift a day.

Trucks and shovels will strip overburden from coal and 
dump the overburden outside the first working pits. Once the 
pit advances far enough for equipment access and movement, 
overburden will be taken directly from the pit to the 
backfill area where coal has been mined. The trucks will be
loaded at the side of the shovels on the top of the pit and
will transport the material around the side of the pit and 
dump it over the spoil bank. Spoil will be graded by 
bulldozers, and then topsoil will be spread over it. The next 
step involves rehabilitating the area to develop an 
acceptable and useful landform. Overburden is excavated from 
eight different working places of two pits. A power shovel of 
25 cubic yards of nominal bucket capacity is used in each 
working place. Overburden is transported to the dump station 
by 180-ton rear dump trucks. Four trucks are needed for each
working place, a total of 32 trucks. Average haul distance
from working places to the dump station is 4,000 feet. The 
trucks can travel about 12 mph loaded and 20 mph empty. 
Overburden will be removed on a three-shift-a-day basis, or 
21 days a month.

Coal preparation will be accomplished by drilling and
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blasting the thick seams and ripping the seams less than 3.30 
feet in thickness. Two rotary coal drills and support 
equipment will be used for blasting, and the two bulldozers 
will rip. The coal drilling hole diameter is 3 inches. One 
shift plus one hour a day will be devoted to coal 
preparation.

The coal seams are competent with good resistence to 
weathering and are generally free of stone bands or partings. 
Careful control of the mining operation will be exercised to 
ensure that coal is mined cleanly and free of contamination. 
Analysis of the coal seams indicates that they are of 
similar quality. The mining system will be flexible, allowing 
blending of coals from different working places to achieve a 
product of consistent quality.

Coal will be loaded into 100-ton rear dump trucks by 
front-end loaders with 15 cubic yards of nominal bucket 
capacity. Two loaders will serve the eight working places, 
sixteen trucks will keep the loaders busy, eight trucks for 
each loader. The trucks will haul the coal from 1,000 feet to
35,000 feet to the dump station. Both loading and hauling 
will be done during two shifts a day.

Reclamation is an integral part of the overburden 
process except for final grading. The overburden haulage 
trucks expand the level surface backfill by dumping over the 
bank. The topsoil scraper build up the surface layer of soil,
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and then it is graded by a bulldozer with a 23-cubic-yard 
blade capacity prior to final soil preparation. Two dozers 
working one shift a day will be needed in this operation.

The coal will be washed and sized at the dump station to 
meet market requirements. From there, the coal will be 
transported by a 9-mile-long conveyor for stockpiling at the 
port. The conveyor can handle 700 to 1,050 metric tons per 
hour. Barges will carry coal from the port to the ships. The 
port can accommodate ships up to 60,000 dwt without dredging 
and could be expanded to accept ships of 100,000 dwt with 
some dredging. Ship loaders will be rated at 3,000 to 4,000 
metric tons per hour. Ships load at a natural berth with 
navigable approaches 0.87 miles offshore. Ocean conditions 
are calm and not subject to cyclones (Perum Tambang Batubara 
1986) .

The general calculations for the land area 
requirements, amount of overburden to be removed, equipment 
selection, and so forth, are in Appendix B. Not all of the 
real mining project technical information is available, and 
therefore some of this information had to be estimated.

The major mining parameters for the surface coal mining 
model of this study can be summarized as follows :
1. Physical Parameters

Seam Thickness: 36 feet
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Overburden Thickness: 292 feet 
Topsoil Thickness : 4 feet 
Multiple Seams : 4 major coal seams

2. Operating Parameters
Mining System : open pit
Annual Production : 6 million metric tons 
Specific Characteristic : the presence of disturbed 

structures
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Chapter 4 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY

4.1  Me.Lb.Qdo logy

Discounted cash flow analysis is one of several 
techniques used to evaluate the attractiveness of 
investments. This technique is based on handling the time 
value of money with a compound interest rate (Stermole and 
Stermole 1987).

In this thesis the discounted cash flow rate of return 
(DCFROR) method and net present value (NPV) method will be 
used to assess profitability of the proposed mining 
operation. Both of these methods are based on discounted cash 
flows.

DCFROR is the discount rate or rate of return at which 
discounted costs equal discounted revenues, or NPV equals 
zero. If the DCFROR is less than the required discount rate, 
the project will not earn the required return. If the DCFROR 
is greater than the discount rate, the project will earn a 
better return than required and the investment should be 
made.

NPV is the sum of the net cash flows for every year 
during the entire project life, after being discounted at the 
specific rate. A positive NPV signifies that the investment 
expenditures will earn a higher return than that specified by
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the discount rate (Whitney and Whitney 1981).
The discount rate for the NPV method in this project, 

which is the same as the minimum acceptable rate of return in 
the DCFROR method, is seen as the cost of capital associated 
with raising funds from outside of the company. The external 
capital is a combination of loans and equity. Below, the cost 
of capital for this particular project is determined, 
assuming that the foreign investor is a U.S. company.

The cost of loan is defined as the interest rate on a
bank loan, where the bank interest rate now is 11 percent 
(Economic Indicators, July 1989).

The cost of equity is the rate of return to compensate 
the stock purchasers for investing in one company rather than 
another (Gocht et al. 1988). Investors are confronted with 
risk. As used in finance, risk refers to the chance that the
value or return on an investment will differ from its
expected value.

Most stockholders are risk averse and prefer a higher 
mean return and a lower standard deviation return.

One of the important studies on rates of return of 
securities in capital market history was made by Ibbotson and 
Sinquefield, which measured the historical performance of 
four portfolios of securities (Brealey and Myers 1981): (1) 
a portfolio of Treasury bills, that is. United States 
government debt securities maturing in less than one year;
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(2) a portfolio of long-term United States government bonds;
(3) a portfolio of long-term corporate bonds ; and (4)
Standard and Poor's Composite Index, which represents a 
portfolio of common stocks of 500 large firms.

The Ibbotson and Sinquefield study showed that for over 
half a century (1926-1977), Treasury bills, the safest 
investment, had the lowest average return, only 2.5 percent a 
year. The riskiest securities were common stocks, but stocks 
also had the highest average return, 11.3 percent a year, 
almost 9 percent of premium over the safe rate of interest.

The historical evidence of that study can be used to 
evaluate simple cases, such as safe projects or average-risk 
projects. For a safe project, the discount rate is the 
current risk-free rate of interest, while for an average-risk 
project, the discount rate is about 9 percent above the risk
free rate. But there are a lot of assets that do not fit 
these simple cases. To deal with them requires knowing how 
to measure risk.

The usual method for determining risk is in a portfolio 
context. A portfolio is defined as a combination of assets. 
The spread of possible outcomes is measured by variance or 
standard deviation. Through diversification, the variability 
of returns can be reduced. Diversification works because 
prices of different assets do not move exactly together.
There are many occasions in which a decline in the value of
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one asset is cancelled out by a rise in the price of the 
other.

In diversification, the rise of a well-diversified 
portfolio depends on the market risk of the securities 
included in the portfolio. The contribution of an individual 
security to the risk of a well-diversified portfolio depends 
on how sensitive the security is to market movements. The 
sensitivity to market movements is known as beta. The average 
beta of all stocks is 1.0. A stock with a beta greater than
1.0 is relatively sensitive to market movements. A stock with 
a beta smaller than 1.0 is relatively insensitive to market 
movements.

If investors have an opportunity to borrow or lend at 
the risk-free rate of interest, they will combine this 
riskless asset and one particular common stock portfolio.
They can determine what proportion of their money they are 
willing to invest in that portfolio. Since the return on 
free-risk asset is fixed, the beta for this investment is 
zero. The common stock portfolio has average market risk, 
therefore they expect its beta is one. The stockholders are 
risk averse and prefer higher returns, therefore they expect 
the return of investment from the market portfolio than from 
the free-risk assets. The difference between the return on 
the market portfolio (Rm) and the return on free-risk assets 
(Rf) is the market risk premium.
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The relationship between one riskless asset and one 
risky asset is shown in Figure 4.1. The riskless asset has a 
beta of zero and a risk premium of zero. The risky asset has 
a beta of one and an expected risk premium of Rm - R f . This 
relationship is then known as the Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM).

The required rate of compensation or the expected return 
on investment of this project will be estimated by the CAPM 
method. The CAPM approach assumes that the investors' 
required rate of return is equal to risk-free rate plus a 
risk premium. The risk premium is (Rm - Rf) multiplied by 
bete (Weston and Copeland 1986). The CAPM equation is:

Rs = Rf + B(Rm - Rf) 
where : Rs = the required rate of return on common stock

Rf = the risk-free rate
B = beta, or the risk measure

Rm = the required market rate of return
The risk-free rate uses the long-term treasury bond rate 

as the base rate. The treasury bond rates are reported each 
day in the Wall Street Journal. The best rate to be used in 
the CAPM is an average of yields on those bonds that (1) have 
maturities of over 15 years and (2) are selling at close to 
par. The rate for Rf in CAPM cost of equity estimates on 
November 21 was 7.91 percent (Wall Street Journal 1989).

The market risk premium is also provided in the Wall
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Market line

Market portfolio

T reasury 
bills

Figure 4.1. The Relationship Between One Riskless Asset and 
One Risky Asset

Source• Brealey, R., and S. Myers, 1981, Principles of 
Finance. New York : McGraw-Hill.
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Street Journal. According to Merrill Lynch analysis on 
November 21, the market risk premium is 8.2 percent (Wall 
Street Journal 1989).

Beta for mining industry in U.S.A. is estimated 0.88 
(Weston and Copeland 1986). Because the foreign contractor 
will operate in Indonesia, a place where they not familiar 
with the condition, it is assumed that the beta is 35 percent 
higher than the beta for mining industry in U.S.A. It is 
assumed here that the contractor will issue debt to finance 
60 percent of its initial capital. Sixty percent is the 
highest portion of debt allowed in contract agreement between 
Perum Tambang Batubara and coal contractor (P.N. Tambang 
Batubara 1981). Therefore the beta of asset should be 
replaced by beta of equity. The beta of equity can be 
calculated as follows (Brealey and Myers 1981):

Beta asset = Beta debt (debt/100)
+ Beta equity (equity/100), 

where : beta asset = (0.88 ) (1.35 ) = 1.19.
beta debt = 0.4, average beta for debt.

debt = debt's percentage share of total capital 
= 60.

equity = equity's percentage share of total 
capital = 40.

beta equity = [(1.19) - (0.40)(0.60)]/(0.40) = 2.375. 
The CAPM equation for November 1989 can be written as
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follows :
Ks = Rf + Beta equity (Rm - Rf)

= 7.91 + (2.375)(8.2) = 27.39.
This cost of equity is in terms of nominal dollars. 

Because this feasibility study uses constant dollar 
assumptions, the cost of equity should be converted to a 
constant-doliar rate by using an assumption of annual 
inflation rate of 6 percent.

The calculation of adjusted cost of equity (R) is as 
follows :

(1 + 0.2739) = (1 + R)(1 + 0.06)
R = 0.2018, or a required rate of return of 20 percent.
Because it is not possible to predict future revenues 

and costs with complete certainty, it is necessary to perform 
sensitivity analysis. The parameters that have important 
roles in the profitability measure are the coal selling 
price, operating cost, and coal production level.

4 .2  Cost Estimates

In this coal mining project, the cash flow analysis 
procedure is divided into a process engineering analysis and 
a financial analysis (NUS Corporation 1981).

The process engineering or cost engineering analysis 
consists of Primary Equipment Selection and Costs, Supporting 
Capital Item Costs, Manpower Requirements and Costs, and
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Operating Supplies and Material Analysis. The financial 
analysis provides the analytical procedures for numerous 
financial and accounting options.

Primary Equipment Selection and Costs is an analysis of 
each unit operation involved in this project to arrive at 
equipment sizing, quantities required, and associated costs. 
The computation for selecting primary equipment is in 
Appendix B. Capital costs are derived from the Cost Reference 
Guide for Construction Equipment and are adjusted by adding 
the freight cost to Indonesia. In addition to primary 
equipment analysis, land area acquisition cost, and 
exploration and development drilling costs are also 
calculated. The costs are estimated based on data available 
from the Coal Contractors' Conference 1986, adjusted to 1989 
U.S. dollars. The total primary equipment cost (TPEC) and the 
total land and exploration cost (TLEC) are presented in 
Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Supporting Capital Item Costs is the procedures for 
calculating support equipment and construction costs. Support 
equipment is composed of equipment directly associated with 
the major stripping equipment, auxiliary equipment, and 
other capital items including site construction and 
facilities. Both associated and auxiliary equipment is 
computed on a percentage basis of the total primary equipment
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Table 4.1. Total Primary Equipment Cost 
(in 1989 U.S. dollars)

Unit Size Unit Number Costs

Shovels 25-cu.yd 9 $34,217,505
Overburden trucks 180-ton 40 42,804,240
Overburden drills 9-inch 4 1,588,084
Coal drills 3-inch 2 440,450
Loaders 15-cu.yd 2 1,021,944
Coal trucks 100-ton 20 12,066,960
Scrapers 40-cu.yd 4 1,714,536
Bulldozers 23-cu.yd 2 679,490
Total primary equipment cost (TPEC) $94,533,209

Source : Developed by the author.

Table 4.2. Land and Exploration Cost 
(in 1989 U.S. dollars)

Land area acquisition
Exploration and development drilling
Total land and exploration cost (TLEC)

$11,852,250
$16,620,750
$28,473,000

Source : Developed by the author.
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cost. Included are bulldozers for clearing, overburden 
preparation, and coal preparation; auxiliary equipment for 
drilling and blasting; haul road equipment ; reclamation and 
pumping equipment ; maintenance equipment ; shop, office and 
warehouse, utilities, and fire protection ; small vehicles; 
electrical; and miscellaneous supplies.

In this project, coal hauled from the mine will need 
preparation before it is delivered to the ships. The 
preparation plant will use two beneficiation techniques, 
crushing and coarse beneficiation. Crushing involves sizing 
the coal to 3 inches or less and removal of coarse refuse. 
Equipment involved includes a screen, a crusher and a rotary 
breaker. Coarse benef iciation to a 3/8 inch size needs 
equipment or circuits including jigs, dewatering screens, 
centrifugal dryers. To meet the rate of conveyor, the 
production level of coarse benef iciation is around 840 metric 
tons per hour.

According to the EPRI coal mining cost model, 
construction and support equipment costs for open pit mining 
can be calculated as follows (NUS Corporation 1981):
1. Support Capital Cost (SCC).

Support capital percent (SCP) = -1.435 (H/T) + 33.007. 
where : H = overburden and interburden thickness 

= 292 feet.
T = coal seams thickness = 36 feet.
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Support capital = (SCP)(TPEC)/(1 - SCP) .
SCP = -1.435 (292/36) + 33.007 = 21.37.
Support capital = (0.2137)($94,533,209)/(1 - 0.2137)

= $25,692,162.
2. Preparation Plant Cost (PPC).

Raw coal = (YDC)/(1 - REJ)(1 - OIL), 
where: YDC = yearly design capacity of mine 

= 6,000,000 metric tons.
REJ = reject fraction of raw coal = 1 percent.
OIL = dilution of the coal by waste material =

2.5 percent.
Based on a 3,000 hour per year work schedule, with 834 
metric tons per hour production level:
Capital cost = [(Raw coal)/(3,000)(838)]°*7 ($20,420)/

(Raw coal/3,000), 
where: $ 20,420 = capital cost for coarse beneficiation

per metric ton per hour.
Raw coal = (6,000,000)/(1 - 0.01)(1 - 0.025) = 6,216,006. 
Preparation plant cost = $80,001,198.

3. Total Construction Cost (TCC).
TCC = PPC + (SCC)(construction percent) +

Barge facilities cost, 
where: construction percent is the value for mine life 

items, 30 percent for open pit mine.
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Total construction cost = $80,001,198 + ($25,692,162)(0.3)
+ $14,565,000 = $102,273,847.

4. Support Equipment Cost (SEC).
SEC = (SCC)(1 - construction percent) + 

inland conveyor cost.
The inland conveyor cost should be included in the cost 
calculation because the coal will be transported to the 
coast by a 9-mile-long conveyor moving an average of 834 
metric tons per hour.
Support equipment cost = ($25,692,162)(1 - 0.3) +

$666,864 = $18,651,377.
Manpower requirements are calculated as a function of 

the mining system, operating conditions, and production 
level. In this project, the manpower assignments are made to 
primary equipment items, and support personnel are calculated 
as a function of total hourly requirements.

The procedure for assigning personnel to unit operations 
involves computing the product of number of machines, 
personnel per machine, and shift per day scheduled for the 
operation. A three-month trial operation will precede the 
actual operation period. The schedule of annual coal 
production level from 1989 to 2003 is shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3. Annual Coal Production Level Schedule 
(1989-2003)

Year Production (in thousands of metric tons)

1989 1,500
1990 3,000
1991 6,000
1992 6,000
1993 6,000
1994 6,000
1995 6,000
1996 6,000
1997 6,000
1998 6,000
1999 6,000
2000 6,000
2001 6,000
2002 6,000
2003 6,000

Source : Adapted by the author, based on data available from 
Perum Tambang Batubara.

Total primary labor requirements are equal to the sum 
of overburden excavation requirement, overburden haul truck 
requirement, overburden drilling requirement, coal drilling 
requirement, coal loading requirement, and coal hauling 
requirement. The total hourly labor requirements are 
computed as a percentage of the primary labor requirements. 
The calculation of total hourly labor requirement is based on 
the work efficiency of Indonesian labor and includes labor 
for inland conveyor and port facilities.

The primary labor requirement is 35 percent of the
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total hourly labor requirement. The calculation for the 
number of salaried personnel is based on a percentage of the 
total hourly labor requirement. The salaried personnel is 
40 percent of the total hourly labor requirement.

Total primary labor requires 164 workers (Appendix B ), 
total support hourly labor requires 469 workers, and salaried 
personnel requires 188 workers, a total of 657 workers.

Direct manpower costs will be computed based on support 
hourly labor approach. According to the USBM Country Cost 
Factors, 1989, average daily wage in Indonesia is $20.48.

Direct hourly labor cost per year
= ($20.48)(Total support hourly labor requirements) 

x (252 days/year) = $2,420,490.
An average annual salary for administrative employees is 

used in this analysis to arrive at the total salary cost 
portion of labor costs. Salaried employees include mine site 
personnel, such as the mine manager, superintendent, general 
foremen, maintenance foremen, engineers, technician, and 
clerical workers.

The average 1989 salary applied in this model is $6,000 
per person. The figure for all administrative personnel have 
been adapted from average salaries of P.T. Fajar Bumi Sakti 
Coal Mining in East Kalimantan (Sufsidi 1982) to the present 
conditions.

Annual direct salaried personnel cost
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= ($6,000)(Total salaried personnel requirements) 
= $1,128,000.

Average expenses for health and welfare is $0.36 per 
metric ton (Sufsidi 1982), a total annual cost of 
$2,160,000. The manpower requirements and costs for the 
project are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Manpower Requirements and Costs

Support hourly labor 
Number required 
Direct annual cost
Total annual health and welfare expenses

Salaried personnel 
Number required 
Direct annual cos

Total manpower 
Number required 
Direct labor cost

Source : Developed by the author.

The direct costs, other than labor, are operating 
supplies and material costs. ^These direct costs include costs 
for such items as bits, explosives, oil, grease, fuel, 
filters, pipes, hose, tires, power, and other miscellaneous 
parts. The procedure for computing supplies and material 
costs for open pit mining are as follows (NUS Corporation 
1981):

188
t $1,128,000

657
$3,548,490

469
$2,420,490 
$2,160,000
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DLP = 48.67 - 0.773 (H/T) - 1.037 (YDC/1,000,000). 
where: H/T = 8.11.

YDC = 6,000,000 metric tons.
DLP = direct labor cost percentage of direct 

operating cost.
Supplies and material cost

= [1 - (DLP/100)][(DLC)/(DLP/100)]. 
where : DLC = annual direct labor cost.
DLP = 36.18.
Supplies and material cost = $6,259,387.
This project will use the coarse beneficiation level of 

preparation. The annual operating cost of this preparation 
can be calculated by using equation below :

Annual preparation plant operating cost =
[(Raw coal)/(3,000)(834)"0 -5 <$4.50)(YDC)
= $17,129,777. 

where : $4.50 = variable cost per metric ton of coarse
benef iciation at a production level of 
834 metric tons per hour.

The 9-mile-long conveyor consists of 16 conveyors. 
According to the USBM Country Cost Factors, 1989, the total 
operating cost per hour of each conveyor is $12,072. The work 
schedule of conveyors is 3,000 hours per year. Therefore the 
annual operating cost for 9 miles of inland conveyor is
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$579,456.
The total direct non labor operating costs for the

project are shown in Table 4.5

Table 4.5. Total Direct Nonlabor Operating Costs

Annual supplies and material cost 
Annual preparation plant operating cost 
Annual conveyor operating cost

$ 6,259,387 
17,129,777 

579,456
Total direct nonlabor operating costs $23,966,620

Source : Developed by the author.

The cost model presented in this section is based on 
the EPRI cost model for American coal mining. The model was 
designed to give the model user maximum flexibility in 
characterizing the physical, operational, and financial 
aspects of the project being analyzed. Some adjustments to 
Indonesian conditions have been made in this study.

The adjustments are summarized as follows :
In the Primary Equipment Selection and Costs submodel, 

the computation for selecting primary equipment used the 
physical and operating parameters described in chapter 3. The 
capital costs are calculated by adding the freight cost to 
Indonesia to the original price of the equipment.

In the Supporting Capital Item Costs submodel, the 
calculations of support and construction equipment were based
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on the submodel formulas by adjusting the technical data with 
the Indonesian physical and operating technical data 
described in chapter 3. The capital costs are calculated by 
adding the freight cost to Indonesia to the original price of 
of the equipment.

In the Manpower Requirements and Costs submodel, the 
calculation of manpower requirements is based on Indonesian 
labor efficiency. Manpower costs were developed from the 
available data of similar Indonesian mining projects.

In the Operating Supplies and Material Costs submodel, 
the calculation of these direct nonlabor operating costs was 
based on the submodel formulas by adjusting the technical 
and cost data with the Indonesian data.

The financial analysis can be developed by using all of 
the above capital and operating cost data. This analysis 
should be based on the contract agreement between the coal 
contractor and Perum Tambang Batubara.

4.3  Revenue Estimates

Revenue comes from the sale of produced coal. According 
to Article 11.1 of Contract Agreement between contractor and 
Perum Tambang Batubara, in each calendar year the contractor 
will be entitled to take 86.5 percent of the total coal 
produced from the final production process. The other 13.5 
percent will go to Perum Tambang Batubara (P.N. Tambang
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Batubara 1981).
Revenue cannot be derived from the sale of property 

because all of materials and supplies, and property, plant, 
and equipment purchased by the contractor becomes the 
property of Perum Tambang Batubara when it lands at the 
Indonesian port of import or is purchased locally. The 
contractor has the sole use of that equipment for as long as 
required and is responsible for maintenance.

The other variable which determines the amount of 
revenue received is the selling price. Table 4.6 indicates 
the fluctuation in Indonesian coal prices.

Table 4.6. Indonesian Coal Prices per Metric Ton 
(in 1989 U.S. dollars)

Year Domestic Prices Export Prices

1981 39..00 -- 43..00 56..00 -- 69..00
1982 55..00 71..00 -- 54..00
1983 41..00 49,.00 -- 43..00
1984 39..00 -- 50..00 41..00 -- 42..00
1985 43 .00 42..00
1986 39..00 37..00 -- 41..00
1987 22 .00 -- 30..00 34..00 -- 35..00
1988 36..00 33..00 -- 38..00
1989 35..00 -- 37..00 36..00 -- 39..00

Source : Department of Mines and Energy, Indonesia. 
Note : Exchange rate used: U.S. $1 = Rpl,759.
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From the data of Table 4.6, the arithmetic mean of coal 
domestic prices is $39.21 with a standard deviation of $7.62. 
The arithmetic mean of coal export prices is $44.71 with a 
standard deviation of $11.16.

For this study, the coal price per metric ton is assumed 
to be $36. This assumption is based on (1) $36 is the 1989 
average domestic price of coal, (2) $36 is the 1989 lowest 
coal export price, and (3) $36 is lower than the arithmetic 
mean of both domestic and export coal prices between 1981 
and 1989.

4.4 Cash Flow Analysis

The major assumptions for the cash flow analysis are 
quoted from EPRI-1273, Volume 3 (NUS Corporation 1987) with 
adjustments for local conditions. The starting date for full 
production is 1989, year 0. The full production period is 
15 years, and the construction and development period is 
three years.

Since the project is new, it is assumed that all 
expenditures will occur in the future. The pivot year for 
discounted cash flow analysis is year 0. It is assumed that 
all cash disbursements and receipts are evenly distributed 
throughout any calendar year, all of transactions are pointed 
to a single midyear.

Rate of return calculations are applied only to the
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equity portion of capital investment. Refer to Article 5.1 of 
the Contract Agreement between contractor and Perum Tambang 
Batubara, the portion of initial capital to be borrowed 
cannot exceed 60 percent of the total capital required (P.N. 
Tambang Batubara 1981).

Debt financing is assumed only for capital requirements 
during the preproduction phase of the project, and both 
principal and interest loans will be paid off within 10 years 
starting first year of full production. Subsequent capital 
expenditures incurred during the full production phase are 
assumed to be funded from project operations. Any 
deficiencies will be made up by equity capital.

Short-term loans will be taken automatically during the 
production phase, at any time when the cash flow might 
otherwise be negative. The amount will offset any negative 
cash flow and be repaid in full during the next production 
year.

Equipment repurchases to replace original equipment are 
assumed to be at the same price. All taxes and sharing of 
production reflect the provisions of the contract agreement.

Two depreciation methods will be employed. The straight- 
line method will be computed at the rate of 12.5 percent per
year on 100 percent of the cost of the asset and the
accelerated method, in respect of any depreciable asset of 10
percent of the cost of a building and 25 percent of the cost
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of any other depreciable asset. Accelerated depreciation may 
be taken in addition to straight-line depreciation once only 
within any one of the first four years of the life of the 
asset. Amortization is on a straight-line basis of 12.5 
percent per year.

All data base costs are in constant 1989 U.S. dollars, 
the year the project commences production.

The analysis here is composed of two distinct phases. 
The first deals with the structuring of costs previously 
calculated into a form and format amenable for cash flow 
analysis procedures. The second is the actual cash flow 
analysis.

The first phase will address total capital cost 
analysis; depreciation and investment taxes ; and operating 
cost analysis.

The structuring of total capital costs is as follows : 
I n i t i a l  Capita l  

Acquisition Cost 
Exploration Cost 
Primary Equipment Cost 
Support Equipment Cost 
Construction Cost
Indirect Capital (engineering, fees, environmental 

report, etc.)
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Preproduction Development Cost 
Accrued Interest

He.f-3.EX.sd,. C ap i t a L  Exp.,end itures (during full production
period)
Working Capital (first year of full production)
Primary Equipment Replacement 
Support Equipment Replacement 

The indirect capital is calculated at 15 percent of the 
primary equipment cost plus support equipment cost plus 
construction cost in each year prior to full production.

The preproduction development is a period for testing 
equipment and for job training. It is assumed that this 
operation will take three months for open pit mines. In this 
period full operating costs will be incurred and will need to 
be capitalized for recovery out of production. The 
calculation of preproduction development is presented below : 

Preproduction development cost
= 0.25 [(DLC)(1.4) +(DNC) + (HWC)]. 

where : 1.4 = labor overhead factor.
DLC = annual direct labor cost = $3,548,490.
DNC = annual direct non-labor operating cost 

= $23,968,620.
HWC = total annual health and welfare expense 

= $2,160,000.
Preproduction development cost = $7,774,127.
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Preproduction development costs are incurred in the 
year immediately preceding the first year of full production.

The initial capital allocation schedule for this project 
is presented in Table 4.7. It takes three years for 
construction and development before full production begins. 
The total capital cost analysis is presented in Table 4.8.

Straight-line and accelarated depreciation based on the 
contract agreement will be used in this analysis.
Depreciation charges will be incurred initially in year -1. 
This is the year in which preproduction development occurs 
and therefore the first year of equipment use.

The contractor shall pay corporation taxes at a rate of 
35 percent in the first 10 years and 45 percent of taxable 
income thereafter, regional taxes in the form annual lump sum 
payments., and dead rent for the agreement area.

The contractor is entitled for investment allowance at a 
rate of 20 percent of its total investment, and it is being 
allowed at the rate of 5 percent a year from taxable income. 
Depreciation charges per year are presented in Table 4.9.

Items which must be included in total operating costs 
are direct labor costs, labor overhead, direct nonlabor 
operating costs, health and welfare costs, and insurance 
fees.

Labor overhead is assumed at 40 percent of the direct
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Table 4.7. Initial Capital Allocation Schedule for 
the Coal Mine Project

Capital Cost

Allocation per Year (%)
Year
-3

Year
-2

Year
-1

Year
0

Year
1

Acquisition 100
Exploration 100
Primary Equipment

Overburden Stripping 25 25 25 25
Overburden Drilling 25 25 25 25
Coal Drilling 25 25 25 25
Coal Loading 25 25 25 25
Coal Hauling 25 25 25 25
Reclamation Equipment

(topsoil and spoil) 25 25 25 25
Support Equipment 25 25 25 25
Construction 25 50 25
Indirect Capital x) x) x) x)
Preproduction Development 100
Accrued Interest y) y) y)

x) Calculated at 15 percent of primary equipment cost + 
support equipment cost + construction cost, 
y ) Result of compounding each annual amount at loan 
interest.

Source : Developed by the author.
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labor cost. The insurance fee is computed at 2 percent of the 
cummulative investment for construction and equipment in the 
year prior to full production. The direct operating costs per 
year are presented in Table 4.10. Cash flows generated during 
the life of the project are shown in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.8. Capital Cost Analysis
(in 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project
Category Year Capital Cost

Initial Capital 
Acquisition Cost 
Exploration Cost 
Primary Equipment Cost 

Overburden Stripping

Overburden and Coal 
Drilling

Coal Loading

Coal Hauling

Reclamation

Support Equipment Cost

Construction Cost

Indirect Capital

Preproduction Cost 
Accrued Interest

-3 11,852 250
-3 16,620 750
-2 19,255 436
-1 19,255 436
0 19,255 436
1 19,255 437

-2 507 133
-1 507 133
0 507 133
1 507 134

-2 255 486
-1 255 486
0 255 486
1 255 486

-2 3,016 740
-1 3,016 740
0 3,016 740
1 3,016 740

-2 598 506
-1 598 506
0 598 507
1 598 507

-2 6,017 059
-1 6,017 059
0 6,017 059
1 6,017 059

-2 25,568 462
-1 51,136 925
0 25,568 462

-2 35,130 516
-1 60,698 979
0 35,130 516
1 9,562 054

-1 7,774 127
0 28,779 624

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.8. (continued)

Project
Category Year Capital Cost

Deferred Capital 
Working Capital 
Primary Equipment 

Replacement
Overburden Stripping

Overburden and Coal 
Drilling

Coal Loading

Coal Hauling

Reclamation

Supporting Equipment 
Replacement

10-year equipment 
(15%)

0 3,869, 843

4 10,701 060
6 10,701 060
7 21,402 120
9 10,701 060
11 10,701 060
12 21,402 120
14 10,701 060
9 617 246

11 397 021
12 1,014 267
4 510 972
7 510 972
9 510 972

12 510 972
14 510 972
4 3,016 740
6 3,016 740
7 6,033 480
9 3,016 740
11 3,016 740
12 6,033 480
14 3,016 740
4 768 379
6 428 634
7 1,197 013
9 768 379

11 428 634
12 1,197 013
14 768 379

9 851,342
11 547,511
(continued on next page)
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Table 4.8. (continued)

Project
Category Year Capital Cost

Supporting Equipment 
Replacement

10-Year Equipment
(15%)

5-Year Equipment
12 1,398,854

(35%) 4 744,190
6 701,758
7 1,445,948
9 744,190
11 701,758
12 1,445,948
14 744,190

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.9. Depreciation Charges
(in 1989 U.S. dollars)

Capital Cost 
Category-

Depreciable
Life

Project Year Depreciation
Charge

Shovels 25 -1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

950
2.851
3.801 
7,603
3.801
3.801
2.851
2.851 
1,900

,486
,458
,946
,890
,945
,945
,459
,459
,972

Overburden Haul 
Trucks

Overburden and 
Coal Drilling 10

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,070
3,210
4.280
8.560
4.280
6.420
4.280
6.420
8.560
4.280
6.420
4.280
6.420
8.560
4.280
6.420

,106 
,318 
,424 
,848 
,424 
,636 
,424 
,636 
,848 
,424 
, 636 
,424 
,636 
,848 
,424 
,636

77,155
231,467
226,038
507,134
253.567
253.567
176.411
176.411 
126,783

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.9. (continued)

Capital Cost 
Category

Depreciable
Life

Project Year Depreciation
Charges

Overburden and 
Coal Drilling 10

Loaders

Coal Haul Trucks

9 231,467
10 77,155
11 226,038
12 507,134
13 253,567
14 253,567
-1 63,871
0 191,615
1 63,871
2 255,486
3 127,743
4 255,486
5 127,743
6 127,743
7 255,486
8 127,743
9 255,486

10 127,743
11 127,743
12 255,486
13 127,743
14 255,486
-1 301,674
0 905,022
1 1,206,696
2 2,413,392
3 1,206,696
4 1,810,044
5 1,206,696
6 1,810,044
7 2,413,392
8 1,206,696
9 1,810,044

10 1,206,696
11 1,810,044
12 2,413,392
13 1,206,696
(continued on next page)
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Table 4.9. (continued)

Capital Cost Depreciable Project Year Depreciation
Category Life Charges

Coal Haul Trucks 5 14 1,810,044
Scrapers 5 -1 53,579

0 160,737
1 214,317
2 428,634
3 214,317
4 321,475
5 214,317
6 321,475
7 428,634
8 214,317
9 321,475

10 214,317
11 321,475
12 428,634
13 214,317
14 321,475

Bulldozers 5 -1 42,468
0 127,404
1 42,468
2 169,872
3 84,936
4 169,872
5 84,936
6 84,936
7 169,872
8 84,936
9 169,872
10 84,936
11 84,936
12 169,872
13 84,936
14 169,872

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.9. (continued)

Capital Cost Depreciable Project Year Depreciation
Category Life Charge

Mine Life and 
20-Year Support 

Equipment 
(50%) 20+

10-Year Support 
Equipment 

(15%) 10

5-Year Support 
Equipment 

(35%)

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14

-1
0
1
2
3
4

291,428
874.283

1.165.711 
2,331,422
1.165.711
1.165.711

874.284
874.284 
582,855

53.156
159.469
165.710
349.714
174.857
174.857
121.700
121.700 
87,288

159.469
53.156

165.710
349.714
174.857
174.857

64,627
194,534
246,105
500,696
250,022
379,929

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.9. (continued)

Capital Cost Depreciable Project Year Depreciation
Category Life Charge

5-Year Support 
Equipment

5 250,022
6 370,789
7 500,696
8 250,022
9 379,929

10 250,022
11 370,789
12 500,696
13 250,022
14 379,929

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.10. Direct Operating Costs
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Year DLC L0 DNC HWC Ins. Total

1989 887 355 5,992 540 415 8,189
1990 1,774 710 11,984 1,080 830 16,379
1991 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1992 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1993 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1994 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1  ̂661 32,757
1995 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1996 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1997 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1998 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
1999 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
2000 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
2001 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
2002 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
2003 3,548 1,419 23,969 2,160 1,661 32,757
DLC = Direct Labor Cost
L0 = Labor Overhead

DNC = Direct Nonlabor Operating Cost
HWC = Health and Welfare Expense
Ins. = Insurance Fee

Developed by the author.
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Table 4.11. Project Cash Flow Summary
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project Year Incurred -3 -2 -1
Sales Revenue - - -

Operating Cost — — —
Gross Profit - - -
Amortization - - -

Depreciation - - 2,969
Expensed Exploration 16,621 - -
Sharing Value - - -

Loan Interest - - -

Miscellaneous - - -

Loss Forward — — —

Net Income Before Tax -16,621 - -2,969
Investment Tax Allowance — — —

Net Income Subject to Tax - - -

Corporation Tax — — —
Net Profit -16,621 - -2,969
Addback of Noncash Cost 16,621 - 2,969
Loan Principal Payment — — —
Net Cash Inflow From

Operation 0 — 0
Acquisition 11,852 - -
Exploration 16,621 - -
Preproduction Development - — 7,774
Construction - 25,568 51,137
Equipment - 29,650 29,650
Accrued Interest - - -

Indirect Capital - 35,131 60,699
Working Capital — — —
Total Capital Expenditure 28,473 90,349 149,260
Equity 11,389 36,140 59,704
Loans 17,084 54,209 89,556
Net Cash Flow -11,389 -36,140 -59,704

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.11. (continued)

Project Year Incurred 0 1 2

Sales Revenue 54,000 108,000 216,000
Operating Cost 8,189 16,379 32,757

Gross Profit 45,811 91,621 183,243
Amortisation 33,399 33,399 33,399
Depreciation 8,906 11,403 23,121
Expensed Exploration - - -

Sharing Value 7,290 14,580 29,160
Loan Interest 20,859 27,730 20,816
Miscellaneous 757 1,387 2,647
Loss Forward — 3,122 41,868

Net Income Before Tax -25,400 0 32,232
Investment Tax Allowance — - 1,612

Net Income Subject to Tax - - 30,620
Corporation Tax — — 10,717

Net Profit -25,400 0 19,903
Addback of Noncash Cost 42,305 47,924 100,000
Loan Principal Payment 11,337 86,383 37,496

Net Cash Inflow From
Operation 5,568 -38,459 82,407

Acquisition - - -

Exploration - - -

Preproduction Development - - -

Construction 25,568 - -

Equipment 29,650 29,651 -

Accrued Interest 28,780 - -

Indirect Capital 35,131 9,562 -

Working Capital 3,870 — —

Total Capital Expenditure 122,999 39,213 -

Equity 49,200 15,685 -

Loans 73,799 23,528 —

Net Cash Flow -43,632 -54,144 82,407

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.11. (continued)

Project Year Incurred 3 4 5

Sales Revenue 216,000 216,000 216,000
Operating Cost 32,757 32,757 32,757

Gross Profit 183,243 183,243 183,243

Amortization 33,399 33,399 33,399
Depreciation 11,560 14,754 10,188
Expensed Exploration - - -

Sharing Value 29,160 29,160 29,160
Loan Interest 16,691 14,986 13,093
Miscellaneous 2,647 2,647 2,647
Loss Forward — — —

Net Income Before Tax 89,786 88,297 94,756
Investment Tax Allowance 4,489 4,415 4,738

Net Income Subject to Tax 85,297 83,882 90,018
Corporation Tax 29,854 29,359 31,506
Net Profit 55,443 54,523 58,512
Addback of Noncash Cost 49,448 52,568 48,325
Loan Principal Payment 15,505 17,210 19,103

Net Cash Inflow From
Operation 89,386 89,881 87,734

Acquisition - - -

Exploration - - -

Preproduction Development - - -

Construction - - -

Equipment - 15,741 -

Accrued Interest - - -

Indirect Capital - 2,994 -

Working Capital — — —

Total Capital Expenditure - 18,735 -

Equity - 18,735 -

Loans — — —

Net Cash Flow 89,386 71,146 87,734

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.11. (continued)

Project Year Incurred 6 7 8
Sales Revenue 216,000 216,000 216,000
Operating Cost 32,757 32,757 32,757
Gross Profit 183,243 183,243 183,243
Amortization 33,399 33,399 -

Depreciation 13,159 15,027 6,164
Expensed Exploration - - -
Sharing Value 29,160 29,160 29,160
Loan Interest 10,991 8,659 6,070
Miscellaneous 2,647 2,647 2,647
Loss Forward
Net Income Before Tax 93,887 94,351 139,202
Investment Tax Allowance -
Net Income Subject to Tax 93,887 94,351 139,202
Corporation Tax 32,860 33,023 48,721
Net Profit 61,027 61,328 90,481
Addback of Noncash Cost 46,558 48,426 6,164
Loan Principal Payment 21,205 23,537 26,126
Net Cash Inflow From

Operation 86,380 86,217 70,519
Acquisition
Exploration
Preproduction Development
Construction
Equipment
Accrued Interest
Indirect Capital
Working Capital
Total Capital Expenditure 17,672 36,408
Equity 17,672 36,408
Loans
Net Cash Flow 68,708 49,809 70,519

14,848 30,590
2,824 5,818

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.11. (continued)

Project Year Incurred 9 10 11

Sales Revenue 216,000 216,000 216,000
Operating Cost 32,757 32,757 32,757

Gross Profit 183,243 183,243 183,243

Amortization - - -

Depreciation 9,748 6,294 9,517
Expensed Exploration - - -

Sharing Value 29,160 29,160 29,160
Loan Interest 3,196 - -

Miscellaneous 2,647 2,647 2,647
Loss Forward — — —
Net Income Before Tax 138,492 145,142 141,919
Investment Tax Allowance — — —

Net Income Subject to Tax 138,492 144,142 141,919
Corporation Tax 48,472 65,314 63,864

Net Profit 90,020 79,828 78,055
Addback of Noncash Cost 9,748 6,294 9,517
Loan Principal Payment 29,000

Net Cash Inflow From
Operation 70,768 86,122 87,572

Acquisition - - -

Exploration - - -

Preproduction Development - - -

Construction - - -

Equipment 17,210 - 15,793
Accrued Interest - - -

Indirect Capital 3,937 - 3,431
Working Capital — —

Total Capital Expenditure 21,147 - 19,224
Equity 21,147 - 19,224
Loans — — —

Net Cash Flow 49,621 86,122 68,348

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.11. (continued)

Project Year Incurred 12 13 14

Sales Revenue 216,000 216,000 216,000
Operating Cost 32,757 32,757 32,757

Gross Profit 183,243 183,243 183,243

Amortization - - -

Depreciation 13,186 6,593 9,786
Expensed Exploration - - -

Sharing Value 29,160 29,160 29,160
Loan Interest - - -

Miscellaneous 2,647 2,647 2,647
Loss Forward — — —

Net Income Before Tax 138,250 144,843 141,650
Investment Tax Allowance — — —
Net Income Subject to Tax 138,250 144,843 141,650
Corporation Tax 62,213 65,179 63,743

Net Profit 76,037 79,664 77,907
Addback of Noncash Cost 13,186 6,593 9,786
Loan Principal Payment — — —
Net Cash Inflow From

Operation 89,223 86,257 87,693

Acquisition - - -
Exploration - - -

Preproduction Development - - -

Construction - -

Equipment 33,003 - 15,741
Accrued Interest - - -

Indirect Capital 7,369 - 2,994
Working Capital — — —

Total Capital Expenditure 40,372 - 18,735
Equity 40,372 - 18,735
Loans — — —

Net Cash Flow 48,851 86,257 68,958

Source : Developed by the author.
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The description of each line item of the cash flow 
summary table is as follows :

The coal selling price per metric ton is assumed to be 
$36 F .0.B . ship.

Coal production per year is the amount of clean coal per 
year which is delivered from the mine to the ships 
(Table 4.3).

Sales revenues are the total dollar amounts received 
each year from which all operating costs and other expenses 
are deducted.

Operating costs per year are the total of direct 
labor costs, labor overhead charges, direct nonlabor 
operating costs, health and welfare expenses, and insurance 
fees. The calculation is based on the assumption that coal is 
delivered from the mine to the port. The expenses are not 
incurred until the first year of full production. Prior to 
that time, all similar costs are categorized as preproduction 
development expenses and are capitalized.

Gross profit is the gross amount of income which is 
calculated by subtracting operating costs from sales revenue.

Amortization is charged for recovery of the capital 
costs for preproduction development, construction, indirect 
capital, and exploration. This deduction will begin in the 
first year of full production and will be allocated on a 
straight-line basis of 12.5 percent per year.
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Depreciation is charged for each year in the 
preproduction and production period. The calculation are 
based on straight-line and accelerated depreciation methods. 
The salvage value of the depreciation will not be counted as 
additional income because, according to the agreement, such 
assets shall become the property of Perum Tambang Batubara.

The sharing value is production share multiplied by the 
coal selling price. The production share is the total amount 
of clean coal per year taken by Perum Tambang Batubara. The 
share is 13.5 percent of total coal revenue from the final 
production process. The contractor shall deliver that share 
to Perum Tambang Batubara at the site of the final 
processing facilities, F.O.B. using whatever form of 
transportation Perum Tambang Batubara furnishes.

Loan interest represents the interest portion of the 
annuity payments made to repay the loans required during each 
year of the preproduction period. The portion of the total 
capital expenditures borrowed by the contractor shall not 
exceed 60 percent. The interest rate used in this calculation 
is the bank interest rate, 11 percent.

Miscellaneous payments are expenses for the regional 
development tax, dead rent in respect of the agreement area 
for mining activities, and barging cost from pier to ships. 
The regional development tax is $100,000 per year. Annually
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dead rent during the production period is $1.00 per hectare. 
Barging cost for Kalimantan area are $0.42 per metric ton of 
coal.

Loss forward happens when net income before taxes is 
negative. Tax losses are likely to occur during the 
preproduction development period or at the beginning of the 
production period when the mine has not operated at full 
design capacity. Any tax loss is carried forward to the 
succeeding year or years until the loss amount is exhausted.

Net income before tax is calculated by substracting 
amortization, depreciation, expensed exploration, sharing 
value, loan interest, miscellaneous, and loss forward from 
gross profit. Tax loss is substracted only if net income 
before tax is positive, and as a maximum, only reduce that 
net income to zero. The remaining tax loss credit is carried 
forward to the next year.

The investment tax allowance reduces the income tax 
liability by 20 percent of the total investment. The 
Reduction is allowed at the rate of 5 percent a year from 
taxable income.

Net income subject to tax is calculated by substracting 
investment tax allowance from net income before tax.

Corporation tax during the first full 10 years of the 
production period will be 35 percent of the taxable income, 
and during the remainder of the production period the
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corporation tax will be 45 percent.
Net profit is the book income amount after tax. It is 

calculated by substracting corporation tax from net income 
subject to tax.

Addback of noncash cost totals all previously deducted 
noncash costs which were charged strictly for reducing tax 
liability. The charges include amortization, depreciation, 
expensed exploration, any tax loss carried forward, and 
investment tax allowance. These will be added back for an 
accurate cash flow calculation.

Loan principal payment is an amount paid each year for 
loan capital. From a constant annuity payment, the interest 
charges decline annually as the principle amount increases.

Net cash inflow from operations expresses the actual 
cash revenue realized after all operating expenses, as a 
result of the project operation.

Acquisition cost is the initial investment required for 
purchase of property or mineral rights. The cost is listed in 
the first project year.

Exploration involves the effort to define and delineate 
a marketable quantity of coal. Exploration activities are 
performed prior to the preproduction development stage.

Preproduction development expenses involved in initial 
removal of overburden to expose the first coal for
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extraction.
Construction costs are associated with the site 

preparation, facilities construction, and preparation plants.
Equipment costs include capital outlays required for 

primary and support equipment.
Accrued interest is the accumulated amount of 

compounding the individual loan amounts in each year prior to 
production up to the last year of the preproduction phase.
The accrued interest is then added to the cummulative loan 
amount to form the total principal to be repaid at 11 percent 
interest rate.

Indirect capital is charged for engineering and legal 
fee, environmental studies, and other technical support 
service which are required for this project.

Working capital is charged for start-up operating 
expenses, parts inventory, and other costs incurred prior to 
receiving any revenue from operations.

Total capital expenditures are the sum of acquisition 
costs, exploration costs, preproduction development costs, 
equipment costs, accrued interest, indirect capital, and 
working capital.

Equity is the amount of capital owned by the contractor.
Loans are the amount of capital borrowed by the 

contractor.
Net cash flow represents the balance between net cash
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inflow and outflow.
The all cash case will produce positive annual cash 

flows after year 1 (see Table 4.11). Between year -3 and -1, 
the negative annual cash flows are a result of the large 
capital expenditures. In year 0 the net profit will be 
negative and in year 1, zero, owing to capital expenditures, 
use of carry loss forward, and operate not in full design 
capacity yet. In year 2 especially, despite the large use of 
carry loss forward ($41.87 million) the annual cash flow will 
be positive ($82.41 million) because the mine has operated in 
full design capacity (six million metric tons per year).

From the cash flow summary of Table 4.12, it can be seen 
that the cash investment DCFROR is 24.14 percent, and the NPV 
for the case at 20 percent minimum rate of return is 
$51.37 million.

4.5  Sensitl.vj.ty Analysis

The discounted cash flow analysis in Section 4.4 is 
based on specific assumptions of cost and revenue, and other 
quantities important to the project. For that reason, the 
analysis may not be totally accurate. In dealing with this 
uncertainty, it is important to make sensitivity analysis. 
Sensitivity analysis determines to what degree changes in a
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Table 4.12. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow 
Single Point Estimates 
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Proj ect 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 36,160 - 36,140 1.4400 - 52,042
-1 59,704 - 59,704 1.2000 - 71,645
0 49,200 - 43,632 1.0000 - 43,632
1 15,685 - 54,144 0.8333 - 45,118
2 0 82,407 0.6944 57,223
3 0 89,386 0.5787 51,728
4 18,735 71,146 0.4823 34,313
5 0 87,734 0.4019 35,260
6 17,672 68,708 0.3349 23,010
7 36,408 49,809 0.2791 13,902
8 0 70,519 0.2326 16,403
9 21,147 49,621 0.1938 9,617

10 0 86,122 0.1615 13,909
11 19,224 68,348 0.1346 9,200
12 40,372 48,851 0.1122 5,481
13 0 86,257 0.0935 8,065
14 18,735 68,958 0.0779 5,372

NPV - $51,367
DCFROR = 24.14%

Source : Developed by the author.
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parameter that is not known with certainty would affect 
project profitability, and identifies which parameter is 
most critical for profitability. In this section, the 
following parameters are considered : coal selling price, 
operating cost, coal production level, and a combination of 
the three parameters.

4.5.1 Coal Selling Price
Most steam coals in this project will be exported to 

Asian countries, such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, and Japan. 
In the Asian export market, Kalimantan coal has to compete 
with Australian coal. Australia is the world's leading coal 
exporter, supplying both metallurgical and steam coal markets 
around the world. In Australia, the average cost to produce 
one metric ton of coal from a surface mine and haul it to one 
of their east coast ports is around $29 (U.S. Department of 
Commerce 1989).

The expected value of the coal selling price of this 
project is $36 per metric ton, including delivery to ship.

The sensitivity analysis for the coal selling price is 
evaluated at a 30 percent change from the average value of 
$36 per metric ton, or at selling price of $28.80 and 
$43.20 per metric ton. The selling price of $28.80 is 
chosen for making a comparison with Australian coal. Assuming 
shipment in equal vessel sizes, the delivered cash cost to
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Asian consumers is expected to be competitive with that of 
Australia. Tables 4.13 and 4.14 are summaries of discounted 
cash flow for selling prices of $28.80 and $43.20 per metric 
ton.

4 . 5 . 2  Operating Costs

The operating costs of this project are expected to be 
$5.46 per metric ton. The highest portion are for direct 
nonlabor operating costs, which are more than 70 percent of 
total operating costs. The average labor cost is about $1.47 
per metric ton. For the Australian mines it is $2.41 (U.S. 
Department of Commerce 1989).

The sensitivity analysis for the operating costs is 
determined to be ±30 percent. Therefore, the minimum 
feasible level for operating costs is $3.82 per metric ton, 
while the maximum is $7.10 per metric ton. Tables 4.15 and 
4.16 are summaries of discounted cash flow for minimum and 
maximum operating costs.

4 . 5 . 3  Coal. .Exod.iig-ti.Qii. Level

The expected value of productivity for this project is 
6 million metric tons per year. This level will be achieved 
in the third year of full production. In the first year, the 
project will produce 1.5 million metric tons and in the 
second year, 3 million metric tons.

It is assumed that the total reserves are adequate for
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Table 4.13. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at Coal 
Selling Price $28.80 Per Metric Ton 
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 36,140 - 36,140 1.4400 - 52,042
-1 59,704 - 59,704 1.2000 - 71,645
0 49,054 - 52,828 1.0000 - 52,828
1 15,685 - 72,585 0.8333 - 60,485
2 0 55,756 0.6944 38,717
3 0 75,461 0.5787 43,670
4 18,735 46,203 0.4823 22,284
5 0 62,790 0.4019 25,235
6 17,672 45,407 0.3349 15,207
7 36,408 25,520 0.2791 7,123
8 0 46,230 0.2326 10,753
9 21,147 25,332 0.1938 4,909
10 0 65,570 0.1615 10,590
11 19,224 47,796 0.1346 6,433
12 40,372 28,299 0.1122 3,175
13 0 65,704 0.0935 6,143
14 18,735 46,406 0.0779 3,771
NPV = -$58,670
DCFROR = 15.04%

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.14. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at Coal 
Selling Price $43.20 Per Metric Ton 
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$ 11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 36,140 - 36,140 1.4400 - 52,042
-1 59,704 - 59,704 1.2000 - 71,645
0 49,345 - 34,435 1.0000 - 34,435
1 15,685 - 35,700 0.8333 - 29,749
2 0 98,039 0.6944 68,078
3 0 114,329 0.5787 66,162
4 18,735 96,089 0.4823 46,344
5 0 112,677 0.4019 45,285
6 17,672 92,997 0.3349 31,146
7 36,408 74,098 0.2791 20,681
8 0 94,808 0.2326 22,052
9 21,147 73,910 0.1938 14,324
10 0 106,674 0.1615 17,228
11 19,224 88,901 0.1346 11,966
12 40,372 69,404 0.1122 7,787
13 0 106,809 0.0935 9,987
14 18,735 89,511 0.0779 6,973
NPV = $160,462
DCFROR = 31.93%

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.15. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at Operating
Costs $3.82 Per Metric Ton
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 36,140 - 36,140 1.4400 - 52,042
-1 59,704 - 59,704 1.2000 - 71,645
0 48,954 - 40,825 1.0000 - 40,825
1 15,685 - 48,443 0.8333 - 40,368
2 0 86,818 0.6944 60,286
3 0 96,450 0.5787 55,816
4 18,735 78,210 0.4823 37,721
5 0 94,798 0.4019 38,099
6 17,672 74,357 0.3349 24,902
7 36,408 56,688 0.2791 15,822
8 0 77,398 0.2326 18,003
9 21,147 56,500 0.1938 10,950

10 0 91,943 0.1615 14,849
11 19,224 74,169 0.1346 9,983
12 40,372 54,672 0.1122 6,134
13 0 92,077 0.0935 8,609
14 18,735 74,779 0.0779 5,825

NPV = $82,439
DCFROR = 26.49%

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.16. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at Operating
Costs $7.10 Per Metric Ton
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 36,140 - 36,140 1.4400 - 52,042
-1 59,704 - 59,704 1.2000 - 71,645
0 49,445 - 46,523 1.0000 - 46,523
1 15,685 - 59,843 0.8333 - 49,867
2 0 77,995 0.6944 54,160
3 0 82,323 0.5787 47,640
4 18,735 64,083 0.4823 30,907
5 0 80,670 0.4019 32,421
6 17,672 61,829 0.3349 20,707
7 36,408 42,931 0.2791 11,982
8 0 63,641 0.2326 14,803
9 21,147 42,742 0.1938 8,283

10 0 80,302 0.1615 12,969
11 19,224 62,528 0.1346 8,416
12 40,372 43,031 0.1122 4,828
13 0 80,437 0.0935 7,521
14 18,735 63,138 0.0779 4,918

NPV = $19,798
DCFROR = 22.97%

Source : Developed by the author.
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the 15-year mine life with 6 million metric tons production 
level per year only. Therefore, if the sensitivity analysis 
of the project is evaluated between -25 percent and +25 
percent variations in production level, 4.5 millions and 7.5 
million metric tons per year are considered to be the minimum 
and maximum values in this parameter. The mine life for 4.5 
mtpy production level is 18 years, and for 7.5 mtpy is 12 
years. Tables 4.17 and 4.18 are summaries of discounted cash 
flow with +25 percent changes in production levels.

4.5.4 Combination of Coal Selling Price. Operating Costs, 

and Coal... Production Level 
The sensitivity analysis using a combination of coal 

selling price, operating costs, and coal production level as 
another parameter will be based on best-case and worst- 
case scenarios.

The best-case scenario will use a combination of coal 
selling price at $43.20 per metric ton, operating costs at 
$3.82 per metric ton, and coal level production at 4,500,000 
metric tons per year. Table 4.19 is summary of discounted 
cash flow for best-case scenario.

The worst-case scenario will use a combination of coal 
selling price at $28.80 per metric ton, operating costs at 
$7.10 per metric ton, and coal level production at 7,500,000 
metric tons per year. Table 4.20 is summary of discounted
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Table 4.17. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at
Production Level 4,500,000 MTPY
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 25,117 - 25,117 1.4400 - 36,168
-1 42,131 - 42,131 1.2000 - 50,557

- 0 35,745 - 21,862 1.0000 - 21,662
1 11,212 - 18,955 0.8333 - 15,795
2 0 54,217 0.6944 37,648
3 0 66,778 0.5787 38,644
4 18,393 49,019 0.4823 23,642
5 0 65,428 0.4019 26,296
6 17,348 47,296 0.3349 15,839
7 18,393 45,255 0.2791 12,631
8 0 53,126 0.2326 12,357
9 20,740 32,885 0.1938 6,373

10 0 64,599 0.1615 10,433
11 18,252 47,787 0.1346 6,432
12 20,740 45,497 0.1122 5,105
13 0 64,694 0.0935 6,049
14 18,392 47,729 0.0779 3,718
15 0 64,636 0.0649 4, 195
16 17,348 48,616 0.0541 2,630
17 18,392 47,634 0.0451 2,148

NPV = $70,278
DCFROR = 27.49%

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.18. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow at
Production Level 7,500,000 MTPY
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$ 11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 46,371 - 46,371 1.4400 - 66,774
-1 77,696 - 77,696 1.2000 - 93,235
0 61,688 - 64,265 1.0000 - 64,265
1 18,156 - 85,552 0.8333 - 73,790
2 0 114,371 0.6944 79,419
3 0 112,313 0.5787 64,996
4 19,611 93,067 0.4823 44,886
5 0 110,352 0.4019 44,350
6 18,499 89,952 0.3349 30,125
7 57,720 51,506 0.2791 14,375
8 0 88,138 0.2326 20,501
9 22,743 65,425 0.1938 12,679

10 0 107,738 0.1615 17,400
11 20,513 88,710 0.1346 11,940

NPV = $22,927
DCFROR = 21.69%

Source : Developed by the author.
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Table 4.19. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow of 
Best-case Scenario
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 25,117 - 25,117 1.4400 - 36,168
-1 42,131 - 42,131 1.2000 - 50,557
0 35,745 - 9,874 1.0000 - 9,874
1 11,212 - 3,759 0.8333 - 3,132
2 0 75,044 0.6944 52,111
3 0 90,513 0.5787 52,380
4 18,393 73,023 0.4823 35,219
5 0 87,528 0.4019 35,178
6 17,378 70,641 0.3349 23,658
7 18,393 68,631 0.2791 19,155
8 0 76,502 0.2326 17,794
9 20,740 56,260 0.1938 10,903

10 0 84,378 0.1615 13,627
11 18,252 67,566 0.1346 9,094
12 20,740 65,276 0.1122 7,324
13 0 84,473 0.0935 7,898
14 18,392 67,508 0.0779 5,259
15 0 84,415 0.0649 5,479
16 17,348 68,395 0.0541 3,700
17 18,392 67,413 0.0451 3,040

NPV = $182,408
DCFROR = 38.21%

Developed by the author.
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Table 4.20. Summary of Discounted Cash Flow of 
Worst-case Scenario 
(in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars)

Project 
Year Investment Cash Flow

Present Worth 
Factor, 20%

Present Worth 
Cash Flow

-3 $11,389 -$ 11,389 1.7280 -$19,680
-2 46,371 - 46,371 1.4400 - 66,774
-1 77,696 - 77,696 1.2000 - 93,235
0 61,688 - 76,271 1.0000 - 76,271
1 18,156 - 109,526 0.8333 - 91,268
2 0 58,728 0.6944 40,781
3 0 88,957 0.5787 51,479
4 19,611 63,819 0.4823 30,780
5 0 70,282 0.4019 28,246
6 18,499 51,909 0.3349 17,384
7 57,720 13,424 0.2791 3,747
8 0 49,119 0.2326 11,425
9 22,743 26,406 0.1938 5,117

10 0 74,722 0.1615 12,068
11 20,513 55,694 0.1346 7,496

NPV = -$138, 705
DCFROR = 9.43%

Developed by the author.
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cash flow for worst-case scenario.
The results of the analysis to determine how 

proposed operation's profitability is affected by 
in the selected parameters are summarized in Tabl

the
variation
4.21.
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Table 4.21. Results of Sensitivity Analysis

Variance NPV* ROR
(%) (%)

Selling Price -20 -58,670 15.04
0 51,367 24.14

+ 20 160,462 31.93
Operating Cost -30 82,439 26.49

0 51,367 24.14
+ 30 19,798 22.97

Production Level -25 70,278 27.49
0 51,367 24.14

+ 25 22,927 21.69
Combination of

the three
parameters Worst-case -138,705 9.43

0 51,367 24.14
Best-case 182,408 38.21

* in thousands of 1989 U.S. dollars.

Source : Developed by the author.
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of the economic feasibility of foreign
coal contractors developing coal mines in Indonesia,
particularly in East and South Kalimantan, involved the
following :
1. To describe the general characteristics of coal deposits 

in East and South Kalimantan applicable to surface mining.
2. To choose a location representing the general 

characteristic of coal deposit in East and South 
Kalimantan for a surface mining model.

3. To identify the expected values for capital investment, 
operating cost, coal selling price, level of production, 
and other input parameters, based upon the above 
conditions and other factors.

4. To develop yearly cash flows for the mining model by using 
single-value estimates of costs and revenues.

5. To calculate a most likely rate of return by using the 
Discounted Cash Flow method.

6 . To evaluate project feasibility by measuring the impact 
of the uncertains in three input parameters on the most 
likely rate of return, using sensitivity analysis.

7. To determine those three uncertain parameters which have 
the greatest effect on economic feasibility.
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The results of the economic feasibility study indicate 
that based on the minimum rate of return of 20 percent, 
surface coal mining in East and South Kalimantan will be a 
profitable investment.

The selling price falls of 20 percent would decrease 
project profitability to 15 percent rate of return, 5 percent 
less than the minimum rate of return of 20 percent. 
Nevertheless, this project still has a good chance to compete 
with Australia in the Asian export market because of its 
shorter ocean shipping distance.

The operating cost increase of 30 percent would have no 
great effect on project profitability. The rate of return is 
almost 23 percent, higher than the minimum rate of return of 
20 percent.

The decrease or increase of production level by 25 
percent still guarantees the project profitability greater 
than the minimum rate of return of 20 percent. The production 
level of 4.5 million mtpy would provide the highest rate of 
return (27.49 percent).

The worst-case scenario would decrease project 
profitability to 9.43 percent, almost 11 percent less than 
the minimum rate of return of 20 percent. Meanwhile, the 
best-case scenario would increase the project profitability 
to 38.21 percent, 18.21 percent higher than the minimum rate 
of return of 20 percent.
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APPENDIX A
BASIC PROVISIONS OF COAL COOPERATION CONTRACTS

Some of the important terms and conditions on the coal
cooperation contracts are as follows (Indonesian Mining
Association 1988):
1. Contractor is to form a company, incorporated under 

Indonesian Law, and shall perform all operations and other 
obligations imposed on it by the agreement and shall have 
full responsibility thereof and assume all risk thereof, 
but Perum Tambang Batubara shall be responsible for the 
management of the coal mining operations.

2. Contractor shall provide all necessary funds and shall 
have the sole responsibility for the financing of the 
operations. Contractor shall finance the cost of 
purchasing materials, supplies, plant, and equipment, 
which shall become the property of Perum Tambang Batubara 
when landed at the Indonesian port of import or purchased 
locally. Contractor shall not borrow the portion of the 
total capital expenditures exceed than 60 percent.

3. Contractor is to carry out surveys, exploration, 
feasibility studies, and mine construction within 8 years, 
and is given the right to exploit the area for 30 years.

4. Contractor is entitled to take 86.5 percent of its annual 
coal production, and is to submit the remaining 13.5
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percent free of charge to Perum Tambang Batubara.
5. Contractor shall pay 35 percent corporation tax for 10 

years, increasing to 45 percent thereafter from its annual 
taxable income, regional taxes in an agreed lumpsum 
payment as specified in the contract, and deadrent in 
relation to the contract area.

6 . Contractor is exempted from import duties and export tax, 
and is allowed to apply accelerated depreciation on the 
invested capital and to carry forward losses during the 
first five years of operation into the following years.

7. Contractor shall have the right of an investment 
allowance of 20 percent of the total investment, 
deductible at the rate of 5 percent a year from taxable 
income.

8 . Contractor is granted the right to transfer in any 
currency, and without limitation, funds in respect of: net 
operating profits in proportion to the shareholding of the 
foreign participant, installments of foreign loans and 
their interest, depreciation and allowance for 
depreciation of imported capital assets, proceeds from the 
sales of shares owned by the foreign shareholders to 
Indonesian nationals and compensation in case of 
nationalization.

9. The operating company is obliged to offer its shares for 
Indonesian participation, so that at the end of the 10th
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year of operation, 
shares should have 
entities.

a total of not less than 51 percent of 
been offered to Indonesian nationals or
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Appendix B
EQUIPMENT SELECTION AND MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

The NUS Corporation of Rockville, Maryland has 
developed a surface coal mining cost model for Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) of Palo Alto, California. The model 
is not only for cost calculations, but it is also possible to 
be used for determining equipment requirements for any 
variety of mining situations (NUS Corporation 1981).

Equipment selection method used in this project is based 
on EPRI model with some adjustments to the mining conditions.

B . 1 L and Area Re.q.u i r emeu t s
LAR = (Pt)/[TAP x T x REC x (1 - REJ) x (1 - D I D ]  .
where : LAR = Land area requirements for mine life,

acres.
Pt = Total production of clean coal required for 

15 years, 6 million metric tons per year 
= 90 million metric tons.

TAF = Tons/acre-foot, for bituminous is assumed 
1,800 tons/acre-foot.

T = Total thickness of coal seams = 36 feet.
REC = Recovery fraction from the in situ coal 

seams = 90 percent.
REJ = Reject fraction of raw coal. For simple

preparation and low sulphur content coals
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= 1 percent.
DIL = Dilution of the coal by waste material 

= 2.5 percent.
LAR = 1,599 acres.

B .2 Overburden Quantities
ACE = (P)/[REC x (1 - REJ) x (1 - DIL)].
CYE = (ACE x 4,840)/(TAF x 3).
SYE = (CYE x 3 )/(T) .
COB = (SYE x H )/(3) .
where : ACE = Amount of coal exposed, metric tons.

P = Monthly production = 500,000 metric tons 
CYE = Volume of coal exposed, cubic yards.
SYE = Area of coal exposed, square yards.
COB = Volume of overburden per month, 

cubic yards.
H = Depth of overburden plus interburden 

= 292 feet.
ACE = 575,556 metric tons.
CYE = 515,869 cubic yards.
SYE = 42,989 square yards.
COB = 4,184,268 cubic yards.

B .3 Overburden Drilling 
PR = COB x PF.
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LD = (PR x 4 x 144)/[3.14 x (OD)(OD) x 0.8 x 62.4].
DBS = [(SYE x 9 x H)/(LD)]0 -5 .
ND = (LD)/(DRO x OE x 1 x 8 x 21).

where: PR = Total powder requirements per month, lbs.
Calculation based on the specific gravity 
of “poured" ANFO at 0.8.

PF = Powder factor = 0.4 lb/cu-yd.
LD = Length of drilling required per month, feet.
OD = Overburden hole diameter = 9 inches.
DBS = Drill hole spacing, feet. It is assumed that

the overburden drilling will be conducted on 
a pattern and that the spacing and burden on
the holes will be equal.

ND = Number of drills required. Based on working
one shift per day, 21 days/month for 
overburden drilling.

OE = Operating efficiency factor = 0.75.
DRO = Drilling rate of overburden, it is assumed 

80 feet/hour (Williamson 1972).
Therefore^ PR = 1,673,707 lbs.

LD = 75,861 feet.
It is apparent that overburden drilling is needed not 

more than 50 percent, so the total length of drilling 
required per month is 37,930 feet. Drill hole spacing is 
38.60 feet, and number of drills required is four.
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B .4 Overburden Excavation
B.4.1 Shovel Selection:
CPM = (SMH x 3600)/(CT).
TBC = (COB)/(CPM) .
RBC = (TBC)/(0E x B F ).
NWP = (RBC)/(NBC).
where : CPM = Theoretical machine cycles per month. 

SMH = Scheduled monthly operating hours 
= 504 hours.

CT = Cycle time, for shovel it is assumed 
50 seconds (Rumfelt 1972).

TBC = Theoretical bucket capacity, cubic yard 
BF = Bucket fill factor = 78 percent.
NBC = Nominal bucket capacity = 25 cubic yard 
RBC = Required bucket capacity, cubic yard. 
NWP = Number of working places.
CPM = 36,288 cycles.

Therefore TBC = 115,31 cubic yards.
RBC = 197.11 cubic yards.
NWP = 7.88 or 8 .

B.4.2 Truck Selection
TC0 = (NBC x NLPO x 27 x 62.4 x 2.67 x BF)/(2,000).
TCTO = NLPO x CT + TTL0 + TTEO + TSD0.
NT0 = (TCTO x NWP)/(NLP0 x CT).
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where : TCO = Truck capacity, metric tons. Off-highway 
trucks are assumed, hauling to the 
reclaiming area.

NLPO = Number of passes overburden loading
equipment requires to fill haulage units 

= 4.
TCTO = Truck cycle time, seconds.
TTLO = Truck travel time loaded

= 227 seconds; 4,000 foot haul.
TTEO = Truck travel time empty = 136 seconds.
TSDO = Turning, spotting, dumping time (including 

spotting time at loader) = 200 seconds. 
Therefore TCO = 175.44 metric tons.

TCTO = 763 seconds.
NTO = 30.5.

Select 32 trucks for 8 working places, or 4 trucks per 
working place, and add 8 spare trucks, so the total number of 
trucks is 40.

B . 5 Cfl.al Drilling
PRC = CYE x PEC.
LDC = (PRC x 4 x 144)/(3.14 x D x D x 0.8 x 62.4).
DHSC = [(SYE x 9 x T)/(LDC)]°•5
NDC = (LDC)/(DRC x 0E x 2 x 8 x 21).
where : PRC = Monthly powder requirements for coal
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blasting, lbs.
PFC = Coal powder factor = 0.2 lb/cu.yd.
LDC = Length of coal drilling required per 

month, feet.
D = Coal hole diameter = 3 inches.
DHSC = Drill hole spacing for coal, feet.
NDC = Number of coal drills.
DRC = Drilling rate of coal = 150 feet per hour 

Therefore PRC = 103,174 lbs.
LDC = 42,087 feet.
DHSC = 18.19 feet.
NDC = 2.22.

Select 2 drills, working one shift with one more hour a
d ay .

B .6 Coal Loading
CPMC = (8 x 2 x 21 x 3600)/(LCT).
TBCC = (P x 43,560)/[CPMC x (1 - REJ) x TAF x 27].
RBCC = (TBCC)/(QE x BF).
NBCC = (RBCC)/(NWP).
where : CPMC = Theoretical cycles per month of coal

loader. Coal loading is presumed to be 
conducted on a two shift a day, 21 days 
per month.

LCT = Cycle time for coal loading equipment
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= 40 seconds.
TBCC = Theoretical bucket capacity required for 

meeting coal production rate, cubic yard. 
RBCC = Required bucket capacity of coal 

equipment, cubic yard.
NBCC = Nominal bucket capacity of coal loading 

equipment, cubic yard.
Therefore CPMC = 30,240 cycles per month.

TBCC = 14.99 cubic yard.
RBCC = 28.51 cubic yard.
NBCC = 14.25.

Select 15-cubic yard loaders, one loader for 4 working 
places. It needs 2 loaders.

B .7 Coal Hauling
TC = (NBCC x TAF x 27 x NLP x BF)/(43,560)
TCT = NLP x LCT x TTL + TTE + TSD.
NT = (TCT x NWP)/(NLP x LCT)
where : TC = Truck capacity, metric tons. Off-highway

trucks are assumed, hauling to a central 
dumping area.

TCT = Truck cycle time, seconds.
NLP = Number of passes coal loading equipment

requires to fill haulage units = 8 .
TTL = Truck travel time loaded = 1,200 seconds,
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haul length varying from 1,000 feet to 
35,000 feet.

TTE = Truck travel time empty = 700 seconds.
TSD = Turning, spotting, dumping time, including 

spotting time at loader = 180 seconds.
NT = Number of trucks required to keep loader 

busy.
Therefore TC = 9 8 . 6  metric tons. Select 100-metric ton

truck.
TCT = 2,400 seconds.
NT = 15. Select 16 trucks and 4 spare trucks.

B .8 Reclamation
6 .8 .l Topsoil
VTS = (SYE x TST)/(3) .
SCT = LTT + MST + (AHDT x 3,600)/(52,800) +

(AHDT x 3,600)(79,200).
TBVT = (SC x 3,600 x LF)/(SCT).
LE = (100)/(100 + S).
ABVT = TBVT x OF x 0E x MF x W F .
NMT = (VTS)/(ABVT x 2 x 8 x 21).
where: VTS = Volume of topsoil removed, cubic yards.

TST = Topsoil thickness = 4 feet.
SCT = Scraper cycle time, seconds.
LTT = Loading time in topsoil = 54 seconds.
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MST = Manuever and spread time = 42 seconds.
AHDT = Average haul distance in topsoil

= 4,000 feet. Average speed used in this 
model are 10 mph for travel loaded, and 
15 mph for travel empty.

TBVT = Theoretical bank volume for topsoil 
equipment, cubic yard per hour.

SC = Scraper capacity = 40 cubic yard.
S = Swell of overburden material = 30 percent.
LF = Load factor, a function of swell.
ABVT = Actual bank volume required to effect 

topsoil removal and replacement, 
cubic yard per hour.

OF = Operating effieciency factor = 0.85.
MF = Material factor = 0.9.
WF = Weather factor = 0.80.
NMT = Number of scrapers working in topsoil. It 

is assumed that this activity will be 
conducted on a one shift per day basis.

Therefore VTS = 57,319 cubic yards.
SCT = 551 seconds.
LF =0.769.
TBVT = 201 cubic yards per hour.
ABVT = 92 cubic yards per hour.
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B.8.2
LS
VSG
AHD
DCT
TBV
ABV
NMS
where

NMT = 3.7. Select 4 scrapers and one spare 
It is one scraper for two working 
places.

Spoil
(SYE x 3)/(W ) .
(LS x W x W x tan 6)/(144).
(W)/(2).
(AHD)/(5) + (AHD)/(3.5).
(BC x 3,600 x LF)/(DCT).
TBV x OF x OE x MF x WF.
(VSG)/(ABV x 1 x 8 x 21).
LS = Length of spoil material to be leveled, 

yards.
W = Width of pit = 150 feet.
9 = Angle of spoil = 38°.
AHD = Average haul distance, feet.
DCT = Dozer cycle time, seconds. Basically

dependent upon dozing speed (average 
2.5 feet per second), and reverse speed 
(average 3.5 feet per second) for short 
distance on a flat grade.

TBV = Theoretical bank volume moved per hour, 
cubic yard.

BC = Blade capacity in loose material
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= 23 cubic yard.
ABV = Actual bank volume moved per hour, 

cubic yards.
NMS = Number of dozers working in spoil. It is 

assumed that this activity will be 
conducted on one shift per day basis. 

Therefore LS = 859.8 yards.
VSG = 104,786 cubic yards.
AHD = 75 feet.
DCT = 51.4 seconds.
TBV = 1,238 cubic yards per hour.
ABV = 568.3 cubic yards per hour.
NMS = 1.10. Select two dozers.

B . 9 Land Clearing and Qverb..ux.deiL-R.iBP-lng.
The land clearing and overburden ripping will use two 

bulldozers for each of that operations. The two bulldozers 
used for reclamation will also be used for the clearing and 
ripping.

B . 10 Manp.ower._. Requirements
The calculation of manpower requirements for this 

project is based on assigning personnel to the primary unit 
operations and computing support labor requirements (labor 
not associated with specific equipment) as a percentage of 
the first groups.
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B.1Û .1 Primary Lab.o.r Requirements

The procedure for assigning personnel to unit operations 
involves computing the product of number of machines, 
personnel per machine, and shift/day scheduled for the 
operation. The computation of primary labor requirements 
for each unit operation is described below.

Overburden excavation labor requirements
= (number of shovels) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 24.

where : number of shovels = 8 .
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift, 
shifts/day = 3.

Overburden haul truck labor requirements
= (number of trucks) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 96.

where : number of trucks = 32.
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift, 
shifts/day = 3.

Overburden drilling labor requirements
= (number of drills) x (2 ) x (shifts/day)
= 8 .

where : number of drills = 4.
2 = number of personnel assigned per shift

(operator and helper).
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shifts/day = 1.
Overburden ripping labor requirements

= (number of dozers) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 2 .

where: number of dozers = 2 .
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift. 
shifts/day = 1 .

Coal drilling labor requirements
= (number of drills) x (2) x (shifts/day)
= 4.

where : number of drills = 2 .
2 = number of personnel assigned per shift

(operator and helper). 
shifts/day = 1.

Coal loading labor requirements
= (number of loaders) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 4.

where : number of loaders = 2 .
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift, 
shifts/day = 2 .

Coal hauling labor requirements
= (number of trucks) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 32.

where : number of trucks = 16.
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1 = number of personnel assigned per shift, 
shifts/day = 2 .

Spoil reclamation labor requirements
= (number of dozers) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 4.

where : number of dozers = 2 .
1 = number of personnel assigned jder shift. 
shifts/day = 2 .

Topsoil reclamation labor requirements
= (number of scrapers) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 4.

where : number of scrapers = 4.
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift. 
shifts/day = 1 .

Clearing labor requirements
= (number of dozers) x (1) x (shifts/day)
= 2 .

where : number of dozers = 2 .
1 = number of personnel assigned per shift. 
shifts/day = 1 .

The total number of primary labor requirement is 164.

B.10.2 Total Hourly Labor Requirements
The support hourly labor requirements are computed as a 

percentage of the primary labor requirements. The support
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labor constitute 65 percent of total hourly labor 
requirements. The calculation of total hourly labor 
requirements is therefore presented below.

Total hourly labor requirements
= (primary labor requirements)/(1 - 0.65)
= 469.

B.10.3 S a 1 ar led . Eersonn el

The salaried personnel requirements are computed as 
percentage of the total hourly labor requirements. The 
salaried personnel requirements are about 40 percent of 
hourly labor requirements. The calculation of salaried 
personnel requirements is presented below.

Salaried personnel requirements
= (0.40) (total hourly labor requirements)
= 188.

a

total


